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FOREWORD

Research at the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center aimed at
improving the Navy's officer performance evaluation system was conducted under
document number N6298085POT5167, titled "FY85 Fitness Report Evaluation Study."

This report describes an intensive series of interviews with Navy fleet- and shore-
based commanding officers and executive officers; officers assigned to the Naval Military
Personnel Command; selection board members; personnel appraisal system managers in
industry; and evaluation system managers at headquarters of the Air Force, Army, Coast
Guard, and Marine Corps. An extensive review of pertinent performance appraisal
literature is also presented.

B. E. BACON I. S. McMICHAEL, Ph.D.
Captain, U.S. Navy Technical Director
Commanding Officer
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SUMMARY

Problem

The report on the Fitness of Officers (FITREP) is the major document used for
evaluating naval officers. The current FITREP system has been in use since January 1974.

The recurring problems of grade inflation, halo effect, and the tendency of reporting
officers to write "glowing" narratives have led to questions of the FITREP's usefulness in
selecting officers for promotion and assignment. In addition, the FITREP's ability to
portray a candid display of an officer's strengths and weaknesses has been questioned.

t-urpose

The purposes of this study were to (1) evaluate the effectiveness of the current
FITREP in promotion and assignment decisions and (2) recommend methods to create a
more candid display of an officer's qualities, job skills, performance, and potential.

Approach

The approach used was to (1) determine what reporting seniors in the Navy have in
mind when completing an officer's FITREP; (2) determine FITREP users' perceptions of
the usefulness of FITREP information for job assignment, promotion, officer feed-
back/counseling, etc.; and (3) collect information from published research and selected
industy regarding the characteristics of effective personnel appraisal systems.

Data were obtained by (1) interviewing Navy fleet- and shore-based commanding
officers (COs) and executive officers, officers assigned to the Naval Military Personnel

Command, selection board members, personnel appraisal system managers in industry, and
evaluation system managers at headquarters of the Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, and
Marine Corps; and by (2) a review of pertinent performance appraisal literature.

Findings

Navy Interviews

Interviews with 82 naval officers representing the Unrestricted Line, Restricted Line,
and Staff Corps communities revealed that

1. COs have a single purpose in completing FITREPs: to identify promotable
officers and those who should be assigned to key billets that lead to promotion.

2. Selection board members believe that the FITREP is an adequate indicator of an
officer's promotability and potential for command (in spite of grade inflation).

3. The ranking an officer receives (in block 66) is the primary discriminator used in
the selection board and detailing process.

4. Informal processes, such as the submarine CO's supplementary letter to

detailers, support and add discriminators to the evaluation system.

5. The narrative (block 88) is often poorly structured, poorly written, and often
lacks concise or useful information.

vii
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6 1ie scope of an officer's job is not described adequately in the FITREP.

7. COs, particularly first tour COs, desire additional training on the effective
preparation of FITREPs.

8. .eection board members and detailers feel that lieutenants recommended for
early promotion in block 62 should be ranked in block 66.

9. Several methods to manipulate numbers in sections of the FITREP, such as the
ranking selection (block 65 and 66), are known by most reporting seniors.

10. Most officers believe that the FITREP is an unacceptable officer counseling tool;
it does not effectively communicate an officer's strengths and weaknesses.

11. There is no demand for a major change to the FITREP.

Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, and Marine Corps Interviews

Each service believes that its current officer evaluation system is working very
effectively. Common characteristics of other services' officer evaluation systems are as
follows:

1. A detailed job scope description is available.

2. The rater is the ratee's immediate supervisor.

3. The immediate supervisor's evaluation of an officer is reviewed by one or two
reviewing officers.

4. The evaluation is not signed by the ratee.

5. Counseling is a separate, independent process, distinct from the evaluation
process.

6. Negative consequences occur for raters who inflate evaluations.

7. Extensive rater training is provided on the evaluation process.

8. Inflation is explicitly controlled.

9. No candid assessment of an officer's strengths and weaknesses is included in the
evaluation. (This is a separate process.)

10. Accountability for evaluation policy, design, and use is clearly separated.

11. Evaluation systems are accepted by the officer corps.

Industry Interviews

Common characteristics of personnel appraisal systems in the nine corporations
interviewed are as follows:

1. A complete job scope description is required (usually on the front of the
evaluation form).
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2. Ratings of performance are used, rather than ranking against peers.

3. There are multiple raters and reviewers, starting with the immediate supervisor.

4. There is extensive training of raters in the evaluation process.

5. The use of performance information is tied to personnel decisions or compatible
decisions.

6. Companies utilize long-term career planning for high-potential personnel only.

Literature Review

A review of the performance appraisal literature identified five common character-
istics that influence the effectiveness of the performance appraisal process:

1. Performance appraisal information should be gathered and used for a clearly
defined purpose or compatible purposes.

2. An effective appraisal system must have the acceptance of the ratee, the rater,
the organization, and society in general.

3. Rater training is particularly effective when training is extensive and allows for
rater practice.

4. Constructive mutual feedback between supervisor and subordinate is an essential

component of effective personnel appraisal systems.

5. A personnel appraisal system must be efficient to administer.

Recommendations

Based on results of the entire study the following recommendations are made:

1. Provide an outline in the worksheet instruction for the duties assigned section
(block 28) that includes a detailed description of job scope.

2. Rank lieutenants who are recommended for early promotion.

3. Define a narrative format in the worksheet instruction, and train COs on
effective completion of the narrative.

4. Establish procedures to eliminate manipulation.

5. Conduct research to design an effective counseling system.

6. Conduct research to design a FITREP training program for COs.

7. Conduct research on methods to aid in the process of making nonstatutory board
decisions and job assignments outside an officer's specialty.

ix
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INTRODUCTION

Problem and Background

The report on the Fitness of Officers (FITREP; Appendix A) is the major document
used for evaluating naval officers. The current FITREP form has been in use without
major modification since 1974. In the Navy's policy implementation instructions, the
FITREP is described as "the primary tool used for comparing officers and arriving at
career decisions with respect to relative merit for a. promotion, b. assignments, c.
retention, d. selection for command, e. selection for sub-specialty, f. term of service, g.
professional development training . . ., and h. other career actions as required" (Depart-
ment of the Navy, 1981, p. 1). Elsewhere in the document, references are made to using
it for providing junior officers with personal counseling (required) and for recording
extremely extraordinary performance, such as misconduct.

Over the years, grade inflation has led to questions of the FITREP's usefulness in
selecting officers for promotion and assignment. In particular, the FITREP's ability to
accurately convey an officer's strengths and weaknesses to selection board members and
detailers has been questioned. Furthermore, it is clear that the FITREP plays a critical
role in the promotion of officers in the Navy. The commanding officer (CO) may place
this purpose (promotion) over the others when completing the form.

A recent suggestion was to create a new fitness report--perhaps a form similar to the
current worksheet, but without grades--to provide a detailed description of an officer's
strengths and weaknesses. Other recent suggestions for changing the FITREP include (I)
ranking lieutenants, (2) limiting the narrative to one page, (3) identifying tactical
qualifications, (4) documenting counseling, and (5) canceling the requirement for reporting
seniors to show the report to the rated officer.

The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) has been involved
with officer career issues continuously since 1978. NPRDC provided informal consulta-
tion on potential FITREP form revisions to the Naval Military Personnel Command
(NMPC) in 1982. In 1983, NPRDC conducted a descriptive study of the Fitness Report
form and it provided reports and recommendations to the Office of Naval Research in
November 1984 (Larson & Rimland, 1984). In May 1985, NPRDC was tasked by NMPC to
conduct a 10-month officer fitness report evaluation study to evaluate the Navy's current
FITREP process.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to (1) evaluate the effectiveness of the current FITREP
and recommend changes and (2) recommend method. to create a more candid display of an
officer's qualifications, capabilities, performance, and potential.

APPROACH

* Sample

COs and XOs. A total of 33 COs and 6 executive officers (XOs) in the Navy were
interviewed for the officer fitness report study. The largest proportion of COs and XOs
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interviewed represented the three Unrestricted Line (URL) communities (surface, avia-
tion, submarine). Although the Restricted Line (RL) and Staff Corps (SC) communities
were interviewed, the number of officers interviewed may not adequately represent the
views or practices of the total community.

3unior Officer. Ten junior officers (0Os) stationed in the San Diego area were
interviewed to provide some impression of their acceptance and understanding of the
fitness report process. The number is too small to provide a useful representation of JOs
perceptions.

NMPC Headquarters. Thirty-three officers stationed in Washington, D.C., were
interviewed. These officers occupied key shore billets such as the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Manpower, Personnel and Training) (OP-0) staff, Naval Military Personnel
Command (NMPC) staff, detailers, Chiefs of the Nurse Corps and Medical Service Corps,
Reserve Headquarters, and so on.

Statutory Boards. Thirteen statutory board members were interviewed. These
officers served on promotion boards ranging from lieutenant commander to captain.

Nonstatutory Boards. Eight officers who had served on administrative boards were
interviewed. The officers served on one of the following boards: postgraduate school (N =
2), intelligence community entrance (N = 1), surface XO (N = 1), subspecialty (N = 3), and
aviation command screen (N = 1).

Other Military Services. Nine representatives from the Army (N = 2), Air Force (N
4), Coast Guard (N = 2), and Marine Corps (N = 1) were interviewed. When possible, a
headquarters policy representative, as well as an implementer, was interviewed. The
rationale for this was that implementers provided a close view of the evaluation system,
and the policymaker provided a description of the general promotion and assignment
process of which the appraisal system was one component.

Industry. Individuals from nine organizations were interviewed. The organizations
were selected using two criteria: (1) They had an appraisal system in place; and (2) for
the most part, they had reasonably well-integrated promotion and job placement systems.
These organizations may not be representative of the industry community. They were
chosen because they either had a generally well-received system or had extensive
experiences with less than satisfactory systems and thus could provide insight to the
Navy. The individuals interviewed were all representatives of the personnel function in
their organization.

Table I provides a breakdown of the interview sample. Another 5 to 10 organiza-
tions, contacted by telephone, provided information regarding their performance appraisal
systems.

Procedure

Data were collected from Navy COs, representatives from the other military
services, and organizations, using a semistructured interview format. Participants were
asked to respond to a set of questions. The second portion of the interview was less
structured in order to obtain information geared toward concerns of the CO or the unique
aspects of a given organization.
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Table I

The Interview Sample

Junior
Community Designator CO XO Nmpc Officers Boards TOTAL

Unrestricted Line

General URL 1100 1 - 5 3 - 9
Surface 1110 10 - 6 - - 16
Surface (reserve) 1117 1 1 1 - 3
Subsurface 1120 3 - 4 - - 7
Pilot/NFO 1310/20 9 1 14 7 - 31

Restricted Line

Engineering 1 440 1 - - - - 1
Aeronautical engineer 1510 1 - - - 1
Aviation maintenance 1520 1 - - - I
Cryptology 1620 - - 1 - - 1
Intelligence 1630 1 1 1 - - 3

Staff Officers

Medical Service 2300 2 1 - - - 3
JAG 2500 - I - - -

Nurse 2900 1 - - I
Supply 3100 1 1 1 - - 3
Civil engineer 5100 1 - - - - 1

Subtotal 33 6 33 10 21 103

Other Services

Air Force 4
Army 2
Coast Guard 2
Marine Corps 1

Industr 9

Total 121

Interviews With Navy COs. The intent of the CO interviews was to assess how the
COs complete the FITREP. That is, what information do they want to convey about an
officer and to whom (promotion boards, detailers, subspecialty boards, postgraduate
school boards, etc. I Further, once this was determined, specific questions were raised on
the use of grades (A, B, C, etc.), the narrative, rankings, and so on. A third set of
questions asked COs to express their concerns about the use and usefulness of the FITREP
form itself and the utilization of the information.
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Interviews With Representatives From Other Services. Representatives of the other
services responded to questions designed to obtain information on (1) the use of their
performance appraisal information (for what decisions, primarily), (2) the specific
features of their appraisal material (forms, who rates the officers, quality reviews, etc.),
(3) the perceived effectiveness of their system, and (4) how personnel appraisal fits into
the job assignment, subspecialty, and promotion processes.

Interviews With Industry. Although representatives from industry responded to a
common set of questions, the questions were more open-ended than those generally asked
of Navy COs or the other services.

Literature Review. Current literature in the area of performance evaluation and
personnel decision making was reviewed. The purpose of the review was to tap an
alternative source of information that assessed the most current practices in evaluation
and to determine the primary characteristics of effective appraisal systems.

RESULTS

Interviews With Commanding Officers

Navy COs play a key role in determining the success of the fitness report evaluation
process. COs complete the FITREP and provide the essential information that the Navy
uses for such decisions as promotion, assignment, retention, selection for command,
selection for subspecialty, term of service, professional development training, and other
career actions as required. COs also use it for reporting incidents of extremely b

extraordinary behavior, such as misconduct, and for personal counseling (Department of
the Navy, 1981). However, the multiple intended uses of the FITREP information may not
be uppermost in the CO's mind when completing the form. In fact, a CO may complete
the FITREP with a single purpose or goal in mind. Therefore, in order to assess the
usefulness of FITREP information for such secondary users as promotion boards and
command selection boards, it was necessary to interview COs to identify what they
consider the key purpose of the FITREP and how they go about conveying this
information.

Purpose

The purpose of the CO interviews was to determine (1) how fitness reports are
written; (2) what factors influence the evaluation process; and (3) what COs do, do not do,
will not do, or would prefer to do via the FITREP in the URL, RL, and SC. 0

Decision Steps

From the information provided by the CO interviews, two categories of variables
were identified that affect the FITREP process decision steps and contextual factors.
Decision steps are factors that COs consciously consider when they prepare a FITREP.
The decision steps, or guidelines, have a direct impact on the final narrative, grades, and
ranking on the FITREP. COs mentioned seven decision steps:

1. The officer's potential to assume greater responsibility.

2. The nature of the officer's billet.

4 p
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3. The officer's performance in a billet.

4. The officer's seniority (i.e., proximity to review for promotion).

5. The informal relationship between the officer and the CO.

6. The use of "B" grades (or lower) and the narrative in the FITREP.

7. The officer's reputation within the community (primarily in the RL and SC
communities).

Decision Step 1: Officer's Potential. The CO's primary consideration in the FITREP
process is whether the officer should be (1) promoted to the next rank and (2) eventually
selected for command within the officer's specialty. COs determine their officer ranking
primarily on these two factors. COs feel that it is their duty to get their officers
promoted and to recommend the future COs of the Navy. In the RL and SC, where there
are fewer command billets than in the URL, COs tend to stress promotion potential. In
these relatively small communities, community reputation appears to play a significant
role in the command selection process.

To reiterate, uppermost in the CO's mind is the goal of promoting outstanding
officers and eventually (particularly in the URL) placing them in a command billet within
their specialty. Decision Steps 2 through 5 are used to determine whether an officer has
the potential to take on greater responsibility.

Decision Steps 2 to 5: Billet and Performance. In the URL, RL, and SC, COs use
these decision steps to fine tune the actual ranking of the officers in terms of promotion
and command within their specialty. Specifically, all other factors held constant, a CO
would rank highly officers who were (1) in a specific position viewed as a key, or career-
enhancing, billet (e.g., in aviation, the squadron operations department head would be
ranked higher than the administration department head even though the two officers'
performance in their billets was similar); (2)top performers in their current assignment;
and (3) more senior within their rank (especially if the officer is approaching command
screen). Finally, the informal relationship between the officer and CO may be a factor.
Since these factors are considered simultaneously by the CO, different outcomes can
result.

Decision Step 6: Grades and the Narrative. Another decision step involves the use of
"B" grades and the use of the narrative to supplement the rankings. That is, assigned
grades reflect the outcomes desired by the CO. If the CO wants the officer promoted,
few, if any, B grades are given to the officer. However, in the lower ranks (ensign and
lieutenant junior grade), Bs may be given to an officer. This is not viewed by COs as a
negative report. On the other hand, COs are aware that Bs given to higher ranking
officers indicate a negative report. Further, Bs in particular traits or blocks of the
FITREP indicate a poor evaluation. For example, a B in Desirability for Command (block
57) is a clear signal from the CO that a more senior officer (i.e., 0 - 4 and above) is well
below average. Note that frequently the worksheet (Appendix A) is not used at all.

The narrative is written to be consistent with the CO's ranking of the officer.
Although positive in tone, a narrative can identify a poor performer by what is left unsaid.
On the other hand, for outstanding officers, most COs write a pointed and hard-hitting
narrative with specific recommendations for assignment into key billets. However, there
is great variation among COs in the quality and content of the written narratives. For
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example, in the Nurse Corps, the narrative is structured to include specific, uniform
information for all officers; while in other communities, the structure of the narrative is
much less uniform.

Decision Step 7: Officer's Reputation. Officers' reputations in a community,
particularly in the RL and SC communities (and possibly submariners), may precede them
when they change billets. Therefore, COs may have a general perception about officers
prior to actually observing them.

Contextual Factors

The contextual factors are characteristics of the evaluation process that indirectly
affect the FITREP narrative, grades, and ranking via the decision rules. COs may not be
aware that these factors influence evaluation. Eight contextual factors were identified as
affecting the CO/FITREP process:

I. Navy Value System. This contextual factor refers to the relative importance
that the CO places upon the officer's specialty, leadership, and management skills. This is
a critical contextual factor in the FITREP process. COs in the warfare specialty
communities focus on the development of warfare specialty skills in the Navy. CO
comments include "The Navy drives ships and subs and flies airplanes." This comment
reflects the strong, consistent (yet narrow) focus of operational COs when evaluating
their officers.

This same value system, emphasizing the importance of operational (sea duty)
experience, is represented in the RL and SC communities. Even though specific, technical
education is usually a requirement, the source of officers for a number of RL communities a

is the URL communities; and these officers bring the URL value system with them. For
example, the primary source (80% to 90%) of intelligence and engineering duty officers is
the URL. Frequently, these officers have technical bachelor's and master's degrees as
well.

Jobs or activities that combine both combat or Fleet experience and staff skills
are more valued than activities that involve exclusively technical or staff functions.
Officers who have a balance between operational tours and staff or technical tours are
more highly regarded than officers with primarily staff or technical tours and few
operational tours.

2. Competition Within and Across the Navy Communities. This factor involves the
CO's perception that other COs may be more lenient (rate higher on the FITREP) in rating
their own officers. Therefore, if COs do not give high grades, they believe they are
hurting their officers' opportunities for promotion or command. There is a general
recognition among most COs that they should grade highly or they may inadvertently end
an officer's career. Grades of B or lower are the exception. not the rule, for outstanding
officers at any rank and normally are assigned by COs only to indicate a below-average
performer. For example, in the aviation community, COs will tend to give high grades to
aviators if they believe that COs of other squadrons are doing so. Because the standards
for rating officers are perceived as varying across commands within a community, board
members state that they tend to put little emphasis on concurrent FITREPs and primarily
refer to the one prepared by the immediate superior in command (ISIC). For example, the
FITREP that the carrier air wing commander prepares for an operational squadron CO will
carry more weight than the one prepared by the functional wing commander.

6



This belief that other COs are giving high grades exists across URL communities
as well. Among the COs interviewed, there is a general consensus that the aviation and
submarine COs grade highest, while surface COs grade slightly lower. Because of the
variation in standards across URL communities, the FITREPs prepared by a CO from one
community on a subordinate officer from another community do not receive as much
consideration by boards as FITREPs prepared by an ISIC from the officer's own
community. Such experiences commonly take place in shore activities.

COs in the RL and SC are aware that the FITREP ratings in the URL are
inflated. However, since there is no direct competition between the RL, SC, and URL,
this factor is not a major concern. There is some concern about inflation within the RL
and SC communities, especially since there are a large number of "I of I" FITREPs (i.e.,
where there is only one officer of that grade within the command). On the other hand, RL
and SC COs believe inflation causes fewer problems in their designators, because the size
of the communities are so small, and they know their officers.

The medical community, of all communities interviewed, has the lowest
incidence of inflated FITREPs. There appears to be an unwritten norm that FITREPs will
not be inflated. Other factors could be the physical separation of the reporting seniors
from the COs and strict external standards that define levels of performance very
precisely.

3. Nature of the Interaction Between COs and Officers. Another factor that may
contribute to grade inflation involves the nature of the interaction between the CO and
the officers. Specifically, COs differ slightly in the degree and the manner in which they
interact with their officers. COs in the surface community, for example, frequently do
not share a common level of technical competence with their officers. On the other hand,
COs in the submarine and aviation communities share more common technical areas with
their officers and therefore interact more with them on an informal basis (socially as well
as professionally).

Further, in all of the RL and SC designators interviewed, the officers have a
shared technical expertise. For the most part, they are pi rfessionals as well as naval
officers. The officers interact as professionals in order to share their technical
knowledge. Therefore, the distinction between levels in rank may be less clear in the RL
and SC communities than in some URL communities. COs who have a close, informal
relationship with their officers may inflate FITREP ratings in order to maintain that
unity.

However, the close professional interaction is not evident in all communities.
For example, in the Civil Engineer Corps, the proximity of the officer to the CO varies
tremendously. Some officers will not be observed directly by their CO because the
officer's assignment is off site; while other officers may be "closer to the flagpole." When
an officer is off site and not directly observed (only observed on site visits or inspections),
the CO must rely on indirect information (billet hierarchy, immediate supervisory input)
on which to base the FITREP ratings and ranking. Therefore, the off-site officer may
receive a less favorable ranking and ratings than an officer whose behavior is directly
observed by the CO.

For most surface COs and officers, this is not so. In surface communities, COs
rely more on formal interactions to accomplish activities. More grade inflation is likely
to occur in communities (submarine and aviation) with more informal interactions
between COs and officers than in surface communities, where there are fewer shared
technical areas.
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Therefore, the separation between levels in rank is less clear in some
communities than in others. Those COs who have a close relationship with their officers
inflate ratings on the FITREP in order to maintain that unity. COs who operate through
more formal interactions with their officers are less hesitant to give B grades on the
FITREP. This may be a partial explanation for the low incidence of grade inflation in the
medical community.

4. Perceived Purpose of the FITREP. In NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1611.1 (Depart-
ment of the Navy, 1981), the stated purposes of the FITREP include promotion,
assignment, and retention. The interviews were designed to determine what purposes the
COs perceive to be most important when they complete the FITREP. The perceived
purpose of the FITREP tends to direct the CO toward specific sets of officer behaviors
and away from other behaviors. For example, in all communities, the COs stated that the
FITREP is completed to get their people promoted and, where relevant, into command
positions within their specialty. Therefore, COs in these communities focus more upon
the officer's operational performance than upon the use of a subspecialty. Thus, the
FITREP data are most appropriate for promotion and command-related decisions within
specialty and are less appropriate for academic assignments, performance and career
counseling, or nonoperational job assignment decisions.

5. Feedback to the Average or Poor Performing Officer. Most COs provide a form
of performance feedback to their officers via the FITREP. This presents few concerns
when COs provide feedback to top performing officers. However, confronting the less
than outstanding or below average officer is more difficult. The interviews indicated that
some COs assume that reactions to negative FITREPs would include a decrease in morale
or even officer alienation that could lead to poorer performance or withdrawal from the
Navy altogether. This would be detrimental to the unit's ability to complete its mission.
Therefore, the COs, especially in the warfare community, tend to inflate the ratings of
less than excellent or average officers and provide lenient performance feedback.

6. CO Background Experience. Another contextual factor that has an indirect "a.,,

impact on CO ratings is the COs' (1) experience in writing FITREPs, (2) experience in
their own specialties, (3) knowledge of the selection board process, and (4) degree of
contact with detailers. For example, first-tour COs have less experience in writing
FITREPs and may give more Bs to their officers than a more senior CO because they are
not aware of the importance selection boards and detailers place on a grade of B.

COs indicated that having served on a board greatly improved their FITREP
writing. They said that COs should be required to have board experience before they are
allowed to complete FITREPs. Board experience helped these COs write more direct,
meaningful narratives and understand what information the promotion boards need and
look for in order to make decisions.

In addition, the experience of the CO influences the structure and quality of the
narrative. More experienced COs write brief, precise, hard-hitting narratives that include
unique phrases (identifying outstanding officers), bullet format, underlining key phrases,
and so forth.

Similar to Fleet and shore COs, there is cbnsiderable variation in the type and
amount of training that RL and SC COs have had in FITREP writing. All COs emphasized
the importance of, and expressed a need for, training.
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COs' prior experience outside their specialties (for example Washington duty)
influences specific billet recommendations in the narrative. COs with such prior
experience are more knowledgeable of what those billets entail and can recommend
specific assignments in the FITREP narrative for their officers.

In the Fleet interviews, there was a great variation in CO experience in each of
these areas. Although in shore commands the COs varied only somewhat in experience, it
was clear that in general, shore COs have more experience in the FITREP process than
most Fleet COs. The main reason for this is that the shore COs interviewed had a Fleet
command prior to their shore command. Therefore, the most junior shore CO had some
previous experience in writing officer fitness reports. In addition, since many of the shore
COs are more senior, they are more likely to have served on a selection board. For both
Fleet and shore COs, board membership is a key training experience as well as a
determinant of the degree of quality of FITREP narratives.

7. Community Entrance Standards. The length of entrance programs differs among
the various communities. This usually has an effect on the maturity and seniority of new
officers when they leave particular entrance programs. The length and rigor of entrance
programs and entrance requirements affect the COs perception of the quality level and
quality composition of the community's pool of officers.

Unlike the URL, the RL and SC officers must have satisfied certain educational
requirements and standards before they enter a specific community. Many of the RL
officers are former URL officers and hold advanced degrees, have obtained credentials
from postgraduate school, and have various proven subspecialties.

In addition, the length of the entrance program for the communities varies. The
aviation community has the longest entrance program. Therefore, when officers leave
that program, they are more senior than those officers leaving surface entrance programs.
Subsurface has the second longest and most demanding entrance program. Therefore, by
the time officers begin duties in the submarine community, for example, they will have
passed a lengthy entrance program, including testing hurdles and certification require-
ments within their specialty. One implication of the different entrance programs is that
there are more hurdles to pass in the longer programs. Therefore, it is assumed that
below average or poor performers will be screened out. Thus those officers who remain
will be of higher quality. For example, in the subsurface community, COs generally
believe that they have the "cream" of the Navy. This perception may translate to more
inflated grading on the FITREP than, for example, in the surface community. However,
the variation in the responses among the communities did not appear to be any greater
than the variation in responses from within a particular community.

8. Size of Community. Repeatedly, COs in the small, homogenous submarine, RL,
and SC communities stated that they knew their officers, especially the "front runners."
This "community reputation" plays a larger role in decisions (FITREP evaluations, primary
assignment) in these communities than in the larger aviation and surface communities or
more heterogenous General URL community. In addition, COs from the former
communities who had promotion board experience stated that board members knew the
rating style of most COs, since the community was relatively small. Therefore, a
lieutenant commander's FITREP, for example, with two Bs from a harsh rater may reflect
a stronger promotion recommendation than an all-A FITREP from an easy rater.
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Unique Factors In the Evaluation of General URL Officers

Although some Fleet COs evaluate General URL (GenURL) officers, shore COs tend
to have greater proportions of GenURLs within their commands. When a shore CO writes
a FITREP on a GenURL, the intended purpose is once again to convey to boards who
should (or should not) be promoted. However, for warfare URL officers this promotability
evaluation is primarily based upon the officer's warfare specialty skills. The COs
interviewed stated that they must go through a slightly different process for the GenURL.
This process is not as well defined for the GenURL as it is for other URL officers. In
fact, all shore COs interviewed recognized that GenURLs must meet different require-
ments in order to be promoted. However, there was less agreement on what these
requirements are and wide variation in CO experience as to the "best" career paths for
the GenURL. Some COs emphasize activities that are most closely aligned with Fleet
operations for those GenURL officers that they want to promote. In addition, some COs
take time to find out what the GenURL officers are doing and clearly document the
responsibilities (number of people supervised, budget size, Fleet interactions, etc.) that
they have had. A number of COs believe that in order to be promoted, the GenURL
officer must have demonstrated a balance of both leadership skills and technical skills;
other COs do not. Therefore, COs try to highlight these skills for those GenURL officers
that they want to promote.

During the shore interviews, it was not uncommon to hear that a specific billet or
billets are dead-end positions for warfare designator officers, especially lieutenant
commanders and above. Comments reflecting this included "He will retire from this
billet," or "No one is promoted out of this position." However, COs pointed out that such
jobs are not considered dead-end positions for GenURL officers. Positions that are
considered dead-end billets for URL officers may be considered "front-runner" positions
for the GenURLs. This fact lends itself to confusion at FITREP time, especially when
URL and GenURL officers, within the same rank and having similar jobs, are compared
(ranked) against one another.

From the interviews, two common themes emerged regarding shore COs' perceptions
of the GenURL. First, in general, shore COs stated that they believe their GenURL
officers (predominantly females) are topnotch "front-runner" performers in the specific
billets they occupy. Most, although not all, COs indicated that the GenURL officers
frequently perform better than their URL counterparts in the current billet.

However, the second common finding among shore COs reflects the ambiguity of the
role of the GenURL in the Navy. Although COs believe that GenURLs perform well in
current billets, they had greater difficulty estimating and then evaluating the female
officers' potential for greater responsibility. Underlying this difficulty is the CO's
confusion regarding the potential for increased responsibilities of GenURLs. In other
warfare communities, the evaluation of potential for promotion and command is based
upon the COs view of the officer's warfare and specialty skills. However, the same
promotion-estimates paradigm can not, or is not, being applied to the GenURL officer. In
fact, there is no uniform approach to completing the FITREP on GenURL officers.

The General Unrestricted Line Officer: Noted Differences

One major difference between the URL warfare communities and the GenURL is that
COs do not know the GenURL jobs as well as they know warfare jobs. There is a need to
have a well-defined job scope statement on the FITREP for GenURLs. In addition, the
career hierarchy for GenURL officers is much less well defined. Therefore, unlike the
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URL, once a strong officer is identified, it is difficult to know which officer billets are
career enhancing and which are not. In addition, since hierarchy is less clear and since in
the URL the nature of the billets held is one input into what ranking the officer will
receive, COs tend not to know how to rate or rank GenURL officers. Currently, COs feel
that they can rate these officers lower and the officers will still be promoted.
Fortunately, the precept to the selection boards is that boards should promote a similar
percentage of GenURL officers as they promote warfare specialty URL officers.

Concerns Raised by COs

During the interviews, COs across the three communities (URL, RL, and SC) raised a
number of common concerns regarding the FITREP process. Five issues emerged from the
interviews:

1. General Purpose of the FITREP. COs complete the FITREP with promotion and
command-related selection decisions in mind. However, they believe the Navy may want
the FITREP "to do too many things." This bothers COs, who would like to see a consistent
(and preferably united) approach concerning the purpose of the FITREP.

2. CO Conflict in Completing the FITREP. COs feel that they know what
information the boards and detailers need in order to make decisions. And they feel they
know their officer's strengths and weaknesses. However, COs express conflict between
their obligation to identify average (or less than average) performers and their obligation
to write a FITREP that will not kill their officers' chances for promotion. In this regard,
COs feel "hypocritical" rating most officers as the top I percent, when most officers
obviously are not.

3. Impact of Possible FITREP Modification. A major concern of COs is the impact
of possible FITREP changes on the outcome of promotion and command selection
decisions. They are concerned that major changes (such as those occurring in the early
1970s) will disrupt a system that COs feel is working now.

4. Issues Concerning the Narrative. COs want to know more specifically how to
outline and what information to include in the narrative. They recommend training on the
use of key phrases or words in the narrative in order to indicate different levels of officer
performance. They believe that the consistent use of key words and phrases by COs would
be helpful to boards and detailers. In addition, COs recognize that the writing skills of
COs can influence the quality of an officer's FITREP. At this time we do not know if
problems concerning the narrative reflect the level of CO writing skills or a lack of
consistency in what information is included.

Even though COs are expected to recommend in the narrative specific future
assignments for their officers, they have difficulty in recommending specific assignments
outside their specialty. In addition, unless COs are familiar with specific Washington
billets within their specialty, they do not make such recommendations.

5. Manipulation of Ranking. COs recognize that manipulation occurs but do not
know how widespread it is. They said that manipulation occurs in the following ways:

a. Rank all officers #1 and mail FITREPs in separately;

b. Rank 2 or 3 officers #1, rank 2 or 3 officers #2, and mail FITREPs in
separately; or
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c. Inflate the number of officers in a given rank, so an actual "3 of 3" ranking P
becomes, for example, "3 of 6."

Summary

In summary, the CO completes a FITREP with only two questions in mind: (1) Should
the officer be promoted? and (2) Should the officer be selected for a command billet .6
within the warfare or designator specialty? Traditionally, performance appraisal informa-
tion is used by the rater for several purposes: performance review; feedback; improve-
ment and career counseling (for the ratee); recommending pay increases; recommending
promotion, demotion, firing, or transfer; and recommending other development activity.
COs do not use it for all of these purposes, but they use it primarily for promotion and
operational command-related assignment recommendations.

Interviews With Navy Detailers

Detailer's Use of the FITREP in the Assignment Process

COs in the Navy are the initiators of the information conveyed by the FITREP. The
purposes for which they complete the FITREP are central to understanding the basis for
other decisions. As users, COs complete the FITREP to convey to promotion boards an
officer's potential to take on greater responsibility within a specialty.

The next section covers the interviews with Navy detailers, a key group of central
decision makers who have access to FITREP information and who use it for a variety of
purposes (such as job assignment, career planning, etc.).

Purpose

The purpose of the detailer interviews was to obtain information on (1) the detailer's
use of FITREP information, (2) the information they use when making assignment
decisions, and (3) the problems they encounter concerning the FITREP.

Information Used as a Basis for Assignment Decisions. Detailers said that their role
in the Navy is to assign an officer to positions that are the best fit for the officer and the
Navy. The needs or requirements of the Navy play the major role in this process; and
within these constraints, detailers try to incorporate the officer's career needs and
preferences into the assignment.

The information that detailers use to make billet assignment or placement decisions
is of two general types: (1) billet information (billet hierarchy) and (2) officer information
(largely from the FITREP).

3ob Information and Billet Hierarchy. Although not formally stated, there is a
hierarchy of career-enhancing billets in the Navy. Each community has a hierarchy of
good (and not so good) billets. Within each community, the billets vary by (1) the officer's
rank and (2) whether it is a shore- or sea-duty billet. For example, the billet hierarchy (in
descending order) for lieutenant, tactical air aviators may be as follows:
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Shore Duty Sea Duty

1. Admiral's Aide 1. Assistant Navigator
2. Detailer 2. Flag Lieutenant, Carrier Battle
3. Chief of Naval Operations Group Staff (CARGRU)

Staff (OPNAV) 3. Squadron
4. Fleet Replacement Squadron 4. Other Ship's Company (carrier)

(RAG) Instructor
5. VX Squadron
6. Training Command
7. Support Command

Also, within each type of duty there is a hierarchy of billets. For example, within
OPNAV and ship's company (carrier) billets, the hierarchy for lieutenant, tactical air
aviators may be as follows:

OPNAV Ship's Company (carrier)

1. OP-06 (Plans, Policy, 1. Assistant Navigator
and Operations) 2. Assistant Strike Operations

2. OP-O5 (Air Warfare) 3. Catapults
3. OP-09 (Program Planning) 4. Combat Information Center (CIC)

5. Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
(CATCC)

6. Flight Deck
7. Hangar Deck
9. Fuels

What does this hierarchy mean for the officer? If in a good billet and performing
well, an officer is more likely to receive a higher ranking on the FITREP than an officer
who performs well in a billet that is lower in the hierarchy. The higher (more favorable)
ranking, coupled with the type of billet the officer has held, is a large determinant of the
types of billets in which the detailer will consider placing the officer.

Career-enhancing billets also lead to a greater likelihood of promotion. That is,
board members give greater weight to a "I of 6" ranking for an instructor at the Navy
Fighter Weapons School than a "1 of 6" ranking for an instructor in the Advanced Training
Command. Detailers place officers in "good" billets when they believe the officer is a
front runner (is highly promotable). The detailer bases this judgment of promotability, in
part, upon the past billets held by the officer. In addition, the detailer uses the
information regarding the officer's performance in those billets, which is conveyed largely
by the FITREP.

Officer-Related Information. One judgment that detailers need to make prior to
placing an officer in a specific billet is to determine the officer's promotability. To do so, .,
the detailer relies upon the information provided by COs in the FITREP. Detailers said
that they focus upon three areas of the FITREP. First, they review the ranking (in block
66) in relation to peers (lieutenant commanders through captains who are recommended
for early promotion are ranked) to determine the officer's overall performance and
promotability. Next, they review the narrative, especially if the officer receives a "I of
I" ranking in block 66 or if the officer is a lieutenant or below and is not ranked in block
66. Third, the detailers attempt to determine what the officer can do by looking at
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previous assignments, responsibilities, and accomplishments. This information may be
obtained from the FITREP summary (Officer Summary Record) or (in greater detail) in
either the narrative or the brief job description section (block 28) on the FITREP.

Coupled with the type of billets held by the officer, the FITREP ranking is a key
determinant in the detailer's assessment of the officer's promotability. Highly promotable
officers are then placed into billets high in the career-enhancing hierarchy. After the
estimation of the officer's promotability is made and the set of billets appropriate for the
officer is determined, such information as officer preferences is used to place the officer
into a specific assignment.

Concerns Raised by Detailers

Lack of Realistic Feedback to Officers. A major complaint from detailers is that
COs do not tell the average or below average officers that they did not, in fact, receive a
strong FITREP. Detailers stated that they (detailers) frequently are the ones who are the
first to inform an officer of a weak FITREP. This event usually occurs as the officer is
about to be assigned to a nondesired billet or to a billet that is not believed to be career
enhancing.

Some COs, particularly in the submarine community, supplement FITREP information
with a letter to the placement officer or the detailer. More frank, straightforward
information regarding the officer is transmitted in these letters. The detailers that were
interviewed believe that it would be beneficial for the Navy to formalize this source of
information. On the other hand, detailers pointed out that the supplemental letters are
consistent with their complaints that COs do not use the FITREP to inform the officer of
poor performance.

Identifying Officer Strengths and Weaknesses. For the majority of billet assignments,
detailers stated that they do not need information regarding the specific strengths and
weaknesses of officers. They believe that a good officer can do any job in the Navy well,
and the FITREP ranking is sufficient (for the most part) to assess the officer. This is a
belief espoused throughout the Navy that there is no real need to match an individual's
skills with the requirements of a billet. However, detailers insisted that they must know
at least where officers stand in the top third, middle third, and bottom third in order to
assign them appropriately to billets. Sometimes detailers find it difficult to do this for
lieutenants and below, who are not ranked. In particular, the middle third, or "pack," is
often difficult to determine.

On the other hand, there are some billets, high-visibility jobs, for example, that
present a different set of problems for the detailers. These billets are especially
prevalent in shore assignments. Here, detailers stated that knowing the relative strengths
and weaknesses of an officer would be extremely helpful. The FITREP does not help them
determine such strengths and weaknesses. Related to this, high-visibility billets or billets
that require special technical skills are often not clearly placed in the hierarchy of
career-enhancing billets. That is, once a detailer assigns an officer to such a billet, the
officer may complain because it is unclear whether the position is a front-runner position
or whether it is low in the hierarchy. Since these jobs may be less clearly placed in the
job hierarchy, detailers tend to place their topnotch officers in such billets.

Perceptions of Detailers. Detailers are concerned about the short-term placement of
officers into billets that best meet the needs of the Navy. Detailers appeared to have two
issues in mind when they place an officer in a specific billet: (1) the promotability of the
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officer and (2) meeting the immediate needs of the Navy (by placing the most qualified
officer into the more demanding position). Detailers are not managing the long-term
career sequencing of jobs for officers. They do not consider the manpower requirements
of the Navy for 5 to 10 years in the future. Rather, they look at the current skills of their
officers and then decide to place them in billets that meet the Navy's immediate needs
and that also get the officer promoted into the next rank. Detailers do not place officers
into billets thinking that the job will develop specific skills that the officer might use for
a key billet in 10 to 15 years. For example, detailers working with lieutenants and
lieutenant commanders are not thinking about developing the relative strengths and
weaknesses of an officer for a specific Washington billet (at the captain level or for a
future Materiel Professional billet), but rather think primarily about requirements for
lieutenant and lieutenant commander billets. The detailer is managing and trying to
maximize the efficiency and fit between the officer and the Navy in short-term billet
assignments. Thus, the detailer's requirement for additional information (other than the
FITREP and billet hierarchy) appears to be limited.

Interviews With Navy Statutory Selection Board Members

A second group of FITREP information users in the Navy are members of the

statutory selection boards. The selection of officers for promotion into the next rank is a
key centralized decision making process in the Navy. Therefore, it was essential to ask
board members to assess the role that the FITREP serves in making selection board
decisions.

Purpose

The interviews were designed to (I) obtain a description of the mechanics of the
board process, (2) determine what information the board members review and use to make
decisions, and (3) obtain the board members' views on the type of information they would
like to have in order to make decisions and their views on the selection process ,n general.

Mechanics of Selection Boards

The interviewed officers were currently serving or had served on boards that involved
promotion. Although the process of selection is similar across promotion boards, the
specific number of officers considered and the actual percentage promoted may vary from
one board to another, from one promotion rank to another. A general description of the
process follows.

The board receives a precept of the overall quota of officers to be promoted. This
quota is based upon a specific percentage, such as 85 percent of the lieutenants that are
within zone for possible promotion to lieutenant commander. Then the board decides
informally, not via a precept, to allocate the overall quota proportionally within each
community. For example, members of the lieutenant commander promotion board may
consider 1,200 officers within zone. Here, board members would also review 1,000
officers below zone (approximately two year-groups below) and 200 officers who had been
passed over once. For every officer above or below zone selected, one less may be
promoted from within zone.

The boards may consist of 9 to 13 members, including a president, depending upon the
type of promotion. The members meet in a board room, w!here each officer reviews the
records of the individual eligible officers on a microfiche viewer. They also assemble in a
screening room, or "tank," that has five projection screens in front. The left screen
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displays background data similar to the data on the Officer Data Card (ODC). The other "F
screens display all of the officer's FITREP information in summary form.

In the lieutenant commander board example, each board member acts as the initial,
or primary, reviewer/briefer for approximately 200 officer files. The briefer reviews the
record in conjunction with the Officer Summary Record (OSR), or brief sheet, which ;s
projected in the tank. Folders (microfiche record and OSR) are distributed to members
randomly. After each member has reviewed a series of records (for example, five each),
the board assembles in the tank. The briefer has a few minutes (2 to 5) to discuss what is
noteworthy about the particular record reviewed. Generally the board has agreed to
certain elements that should be noted or highlighted in the discussion as well as how they
will convey their recommendation to the board members. For example, they may use
letter grades, and the briefer may recomend A through F. They may even use pluses and
minuses. Grades would then equate to the level of confidence the board members can
assign to the eligible officer when casting a vote (e.g., A is 100%, B is 75%, C is 50%. D is
25%, and an F is zero). A through D represent "yes" votes, but reflect the board members'
confidence in how the officer would be able to perform at the next higher rank. The F, of
course, is a vote of no confidence. A light signifies when a board member has voted,
although the other members do not know what grade a board member give, an officer.
However, members do know who is slow or quick to vote. A computer displays the
average confidence level for the officer. The grades are displayed on a histogram from
which the board can determine an initial distribution.

The board members generally review the entire list of candidates and choose the top
officers (e.g., 20%) for promotion. A portion may also be designated as too low, and those
officers would be non-selects. After the first review, each member receives a new set of
records to brief. At this point, the recommendation process and voting is repeated. While
the average grade that is acceptable for promotion may not change with each successive
review, the re-vote standards may become lower. The boards go through a narrowing
process, where the obvious top and bottom officers fall out. Those in between are re-
voted, until the entire selection opportunity is filled.

Information Used in Navy Promotion Decisions

From the interviews with promotion board members, it was determined that they use
a number of sources of information were identified. The two primary categories are
officer information and job billet information from the FITREP. They look at the
officer's jobs and how well the jobs were done.

Officer Fitness Report. Board members rely heavily on the information provided by a
series of FITREPs to make promotion decisions. All of the officer's FITREPs are
displayed on a screen to the board members in the form of the OSR (similar to what
detailers have). This summary indicates the specific FITREP ratings and rankings
received for each billet.

Job or Billet-Related Information. Each community representative informs the other
board members of the community billets that are career enhancing and those that are not.
This information is discussed so that all members realize that a ranking of, for example,
"3 of 20" in a training command billet is in fact weaker than a "4 of 8" in a "Top Gun"
billet for a fighter (VF) community officer. Each FITREP summary indicates the specific
jobs that an officer has held and their significance. Therefore, it is reasonably clear what
career-enhancing billets the officer has occupied. On the other hand, the officer
summary does not indicate the level of responsibility that the officer demonstrated in
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that billet. In order to assess both duties and responsibilities, board members review the
FITREP narrative (block 88). The duties box on the FITREP identifies the billet but
usually does not contain sufficient job scope information. However, those interviewed
said that it is difficult to assess either the scope of the billet duties or the level of
responsibilities required from the narrative. Further, the individuals interviewed said that
only about 30 percent of the narratives are well written. A larger proportion of the
narratives do not convey useful information regarding the quality of an officer or the
scope of his job.

Concerns Raised by Board Members

In general, the board members who were interviewed believe that the FITREP
provides adequate information for making promotion decisions. Although the members
recognize that the FITREP is subject to some problems, they do not believe that major
changes in the system are warranted at this time. However, when asked what information
they would like to have but do not, one type of information was repeatedly mentioned.
Members said that in the "crunch" (after the top promotion candidates are identified), it
would be helpful to know the specific duties and responsibilities of the officers in the
similarly titled billets. That is, beyond identifying those billets that are career enhancing
and those that are not, it is difficult (even for officers from that community) to discern
the actual level of responsibility and duties required in a given billet, especially shore
billets. A few COs currently specify the scope of a billet in the narrative (block 88),
although this practice is not widespread or systematic. Some board members stated that
in the crunch it is helpful to know, for example, how well the officer could drive a ship or
fly an airplane. Others stated that the narrative should be structured (not free form) to
indicate, for example, the type of ship the officer served on, what the ship did, the size of
the officer's budget, the retention rate of the unit, advancement rate, leadership
behaviors, management skills, and the challenging tasks assigned and results obtained.
Therefore, when members find it necessary to compare officers in the same type of billet
code with the same FITREP grades, rating summary, or ranking, they believe that knowing
more about the officer's specific responsibilities and accomplishments in the billet would
be a key source of information in making a promotion recommendation. They would like
to have this information documented more thoroughly.

To reiterate, after the briefings from each community representative, board
members are aware of the billets within each community that are and are not career
enhancing. For promotion candidates who are clearly front runners or who are clearly not
promotable, this is sufficient information upon which to make a recommendation.
However, in the larger gray area of candidates (the crunch), members express the need for
more explicit, specific job scope and job accomplishment documentation.

The officers recognize that the FITREP has some limitations but, in general, they do
not want major changes. When urged to discuss these limitations, they identified the
following: (1) It is easy to identify the top and bottom promotion candidates but difficult
to distinguish among the middle crunch (this could be as many as 60% to 70% of the
candidates); (2) "1 of P" FITREPs present an evaluation and promotion problem; (3) COs
can cheat by ranking more than one officer "1" or "2"; (4) COs may allude to a problem in
block 88 but "leave the board guessing"; (5) approximately 30 percent of the FITREP
narratives are well written, 30 percent are poorly written, and 40 percent are adequate;
and (6) some "grade creep," or inflation, is present.

Although all of these concerns are important, the first two appear to be the most
frequently voiced concerns of the board members. The two concerns could be addressed if
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members had access to the types of job information that they identified. Some of the
other concerns could be addressed by targeted CO training. In fact, a key recommen-
dation by board members was that COs receive FITREP writing training.

Recommendations

Board members stated that a poor FITREP writer becomes known in the tank very
quickly. On the other hand, when the FITREP narrative (block 88) is well written, it has
the following characteristics: It is one page long, key words are underlined, lieutenants
are broken out (ranked), specific accomplishments are cited, potential is indicated, and
more detailed documentation of the activities and accomplishments in a given billet are
included. The words in the narrative are either in bullet format or if in narrative style,
careful underlining highlights key phrases or words to the board members. The board
members stated that COs should be trained prior to their first command to write FITREPs
accurately. This training may include a description of the format and the information *

that should be included in the narrative. In addition, training on a practice, or mock,
board was recommended.

Two other recommendations were raised. First, members believe that the necessity
of the 3oint/Off ice of the Secretary of the Defense block (block 60) on the FITREP should
be reassessed. Few members know precisely what it is meant to convey. They would
rather have more meaningful blocks on the FITREP (more tactical and operational
information). A second recommendation suggests that the Navy look more carefully at
the promotion process in terms of meeting the Navy's needs. From the interviews, it is
clear that board members promote the best warfare officers (the best operational
records). They are not, on the other hand, considering the billets that the Navy needs to
fill and then selecting officers who would best fill them. That is, regardless of an
officer's technical or subspecialty skills, the officer is promoted based on performance in
the warfare specialty.

Interviews With Administrative 'noard Members

A third group of users who rely on FITREP information in making decisions is the
nonstatutory selection and screening boards. There are approximately 76 administrative
boards in the Navy. Interviews were conducted with current or former members of three
administrative boards: (1) subspecialty board, (2) postgraduate school screen, and (3) in the
RL, the intelligence officer screen.

Purpose

The purpose of interviewing administrative board members was to (I) identify what
information the nonstatutory boards use to make decisions, (2) determine the degree to
which FITREP information is useful in making such decisions, and (3) solicit recommen-
dations for improvements from those interviewed.

Subspecialty Board

The three officers who had served on subspecialty boards said that the subspecialty
board conducted a similar record review process as that in the promotion boards.
Specifically, they selected lieutenant commanders and above for proved subspecialty
status. An officer could obtain a subspecialty in one of the following ways: (1) Meet the
specific education requirements for the subspecialty plus one complete tour using this
knowledge (experience), or (2) complete two tours that designate these skills (experience)
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without meeting specific educational requirements. Unlike the statutory boards, the
subspecialty boards are not constrained to a specific number of requirements (how many
officers should receive subspecialties, how many in a specific area, etc.).

One officer stated that a number of subspecialty board members were inclined to
give a "P" (proved subspecialty) to front-runner operational officers even when these
officers did not meet the minimum educational or experience requirements. Furthermore,
officers who performed well in a subspecialty billet and met requirements might not
receive the P because the officer was not rated high on warfare (operational) skills.
Clearly, the Navy value system, which places great emphasis on warfare specialty
performance, is influencing decisions regarding the designation of a technical, nonopera-
tional subspecialty. The subspecialty boards are one arena where one might think the
impact of the Navy value system would be minimal. However, the suggestion that a
strong operational officer may be more likely to be selected as a proven subspecialist than
a strong technical (yet weaker operationally) officer demonstrates the pervasiveness and
perceived importance of the operational officer in the Navy.

Some of the officers interviewed indicated that the informal Navy billet structure
(career-enhancing vs. dead-end billets) may contribute to the problem. Officers who
have developed a critical subspecialty may be one step behind other officers operation-
ally. That is, the officers with subspecialty status may not have "punched" the key billets
that are needed to secure a promotion (and therefore allow officers to remain in the
Navy). Those interviewed said that the Navy's view of education (postgraduate school) is
that it is a necessary "ticket punch." If possible, the officer should avoid being placed in a
billet that utilizes the subspecialty, as these billets are not usually career enhancing. The
Fleet billets are generally more career enhancing and "fast track" (for promotion), and
therefore, front-runner officers prefer them. However, the emphasis placed on the Fleet
(or sea vs. shore billets) culminates in a manpower problem at the captain level. At this
point, about 13 percent of the available billets are sea billets; while at the ensign grade,
only 13 percent of available billets are shore billets. Therefore, at the captain level, the
Navy may not have qualified officers for predominantly shore billets.

Usefulness of Fitness Report Information. To the extent that subspecialty boards use
the "promotability" of an officer as one criterion in recommending a "proven" subspecialty
code for an officer, the FITREP is useful. Although the officers interviewed were not
explicit, it appears that the FITREP does an adequate job of identifying the promotability
of an officer.

Recommendations. Few recommendations were obtained from the subspecialty board
officers who were interviewed. However, one suggestion was to distinguish between
promotion opportunities and operational command opportunities. Since command and
promotion are currently considered jointly (and since there are fewer command opportuni-
ties than promotion opportunities), only those who are excellent operationally are
promoted. If the command potential and promotion potential were considered separately,
the officers with the proven subspecialty and excellent technical skills could be promoted
(and remain in the Navy), even though they may not be topnotch operationally. This
distinction could open promotion opportunities for subspecialty officers and for nontradi-
tional career paths.

Postgraduate School Screen

Two COs who were interviewed regarding the FITREP were also former members on
the postgraduate (PG) school selection board. These officers were interviewed primarily
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to obtain their views as COs and not as board members. Therefore, little information was
obtained on the usefulness of the FITREP as part of the process in selecting officers for
PG school. However the interviews did yield useful information in two general areas: (1)
what type of FITREP information is used for PG school decisions and (2) some
recommendations on the type of additional information that would be useful.

FITREP Information. The officers interviewed stated that members use the FITREP
ratings, rankings, and evaluation summary as well as the narrative in making PG school
recommendations. However, they stated that it is difficult to ascertain the relative
strengths and weaknesses within an officer from the FITREP.

Recommendations. The officers said that it would be useful to more fully document
the officer's preferences, special talents, and proven subspecialties. In addition, in the
narrative, they need to know the officer's technical knowledge, managerial skills, ability
to make decisions, and potential for increased responsibility in the subspecialty areas.
One of the interviewee's recommended that the Navy develop two distinct forms. One
form, the FITREP, would be used primarily for promotion decisions and selection boards.
The second form would be used to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the officer
and lead to training designed to develop relevant skills.

Restricted Line--Intelligence Officer Screen

One officer was interviewed who had been a member of the intelligence officer
screening board. He said that the intelligence community selects 96 percent of its
officers from the warfare designators (URL). Entrance standards are very high, and there
is great competition to get into the intelligence community. Only 15 to 20 officers are
selected into the community each year. The officers selected must not only meet various
educational and subspecialty standards, but they must have top FITREPs, and in order to
be promoted within the intelligence community, officers must continue to receive near-
perfect FITREPs.

Interviews With Other Military Services

In order to determine how performance information is used in other organizations for
such decisions as promotion, assignment, and officer counseling, interviews were con-
ducted with representatives from the other military branches and with select industry.
The rationale for such interviews was that by understanding how performance appraisals
are used in other organizations, the Navy might find practices or strategies that can be
incorporated into its own fitness report evaluation system.

During July and August 1985, interviews were conducted with military personnel
appraisal system managers, policy makers, and information users at Air Force, Army,
Coast Guard, and Marine Corps headquarters. In particular, the interviews were
structured to obtain information about (1) the purposes of appraisal information, (2) the
distinguishing features of the evaluation system, and (3) the major documents used in the
process. The officers were also asked to discuss the rationale for their performance
appraisal systems and to comment on the career development and job assignment
processes.

Air Force Officer Evaluation System

Purpose. The purpose of the officer evaluation system is to provide the Air Force
with information on the performance and potential of officers for use in making personnelA
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management decisions, such as promotions, assignments, augmentations, school selections,
and separations. It is also intended to provide officers with information on their
performance and potential as viewed by their evaluators.

Background. Air Force officer evaluation policy is established by Headquarters Air
Force Manpower and Personnel Center, Randolph Air Force Base, and administered by the
Personnel Measurement Division, also at Randolph. The Personnel Measurement Division
is staffed by one lieutenant colonel (0-5) and three captains (0-3). The division has three
objectives: (I) to monitor Air Force compliance with officer evaluation policy, (2) to
continually improve the effectiveness of the Air Force officer evaluation system, and (3)
to tabulate rating data that the Air Force Chief of Staff uses to review officer evaluation
trends with each of the 13 Air Force major commands. By serving as an administrative
center and corporate memory, the Personnel Measurement Division provides the tounda-
tion for continual review and update of the Air Force officer evaluation process.

In October 1978, the Air Force revised the officer evaluation process after the
controlled rating format was abandoned. The controlled rating format, which restricted
the percentage of officers who could receive top ratings, caused widespread dissension in
the officer corps and proved to be unacceptable.

Distinguishing Features. The primary features that distinguish the Air Force
performance evaluation system from the Navy system are the (1) indorsement chain, (2)
counseling policy, and (3) the policy of not disclosing a colonel's promotion report to the
colonel who is being evaluated.

One of the most distinguishing features of the Air Force officer evaluation process is
the voluntary forwarding of reports in the indorsement chain. For example, a report is
sent to a wing commander for indorsement. The wing commander may indorse the report;
have the vice commander indorse the report; send the report back without action,
allowing the previous evaluator to be the final indorser; or send the report to a higher
level for indorsement. The higher the final indorser's rank, the more favorable the report.
Although a large percentage of officers receive top Officer Evaluation Report (OER)
ratings, few officers receive the highest (4-star general) indorsement. Indorsement level
serves as the primary discriminator to identify officers with the best (and worst) potential
for promotion.

The report is reviewed at several levels. The rater is the person designated by the
Air Force to prepare an officer evaluation report. Usually, the rater is the officer's
immediate supervisor. The additional rater is the rater's rater. The additional rater
reviews the ratings and comments of the rater for completeness and impartiality and
indicates agreement or disagreement. The indorser can be either the additional rater's
rater or anyone higher in the rating chain (this is the voluntary forwarding up the chain
provision). The indorser reviews the ratings and comments for completeness and
impartiality and indicates agreement or disagreement with the report. Even though an
indorser may not have personal knowledge of the ratee, the Air Force is confident that an
effective review of the report can be accomplished. This review serves both the purpose
of quality control over individual reports and the control over rater tendencies to
overrate.

Another distinguishing feature is the Air Force officer counseling policy. The OER is

not used as a counseling device. Counseling is considered a day-to-day process that should
not be delayed until a periodic counseling session is scheduled or until an evaluation report
is due. In fact, raters in the rating chain do not show the OER to the ratee, and the ratee
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does not sign the OER. Officers may receive a copy of their OER upon request, only after
it has been entered in their official record.

A third distinguishing feature is the "closed" performance evaluation of colonels. The
Colonel Promotion Recommendation Report is never disclosed to the colonel being
evaluated, either before or after it is filed in the official record. The report is designed
for use only by general officer promotion boards. It is not used in any other personnel
action. (Colonels receive an annual OER just like other Air Force officers, however.)

Major Evaluation Forms. Four forms are used in the evaluation process: (1) Officer
Evaluation Report (OER) Form, (2) Education/Training Report, (3) Colonel Promotion
Recommendation Report, and (4) Supplemental Evaluation Sheet. The first form is
presented and described in Appendix B.

The purpose of the OER form is to document officer performance and potential for
increased responsibility. In addition, the form provides evaluation space for use by
successive members of the rating chain.

The purpose of the Education/Training Report is to document an officer's perfor-
mance during periods of formal training. This one-page form consists of a detailed
description of an officer's success (or failure) in academic training. It includes the name
of the school, course title, hours completed, hours failed, degree awarded, thesis title,
special achievements related to curriculum and research, and a description of the
student's academic skills and abilities, as well as comments on the student's general
attitude, appearance, military bearing, performance of additional duties, and whether the
student received recognition for above average achievement.

The purpose of the Colonel Promotion Recommendation Report is to provide boards
with the most complete, reliable, and objective information on the performance and
promotion potential of colonels being considered for advancement to brigadier general.
The one-page form provides space for a handwritten justification for promotion and
recommendation for assignment. The contents of the form are not revealed to the ratee
under any circumstances.

The Supplemental Evaluation Sheet is a one-page, multipurpose evaluation form used
(1) to cover periods of performance too short for an OER (less than 120 days); (2) as a
continuation sheet for referral reports; (3) to document missing reports, voided reports,
and unrated periods; and (4) to record comments made by Air Force advisors.

Army Officer Evaluation System

Purpose. The Army's Officer Evaluation Report (OER) is designed to assess an
officer's performance and to estimate potential for future service based on the manner of
that performance. The primary focus of the evaluation is on (1) a comparison between the
officer's performance and the duty position requirements and (2) the potential evaluation,which is a projection of the performance accomplished during the rating period into future
circumstances that encompass greater responsibilities. The primary focus of the potential
assessment is the capability of the officer to meet increasing responsibility in relation to
peers.

Background. The OER information provides the basis for officer personnel actions
such as promotion, selection for command, school selection, assignment, specialty
designation, project manager designation, retention in grade, retention on active duty, and
elimination. The current OER has been in use since 1979.
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The Army's current Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS) was implemented
in 1975. OPMS is implemented by the Officer Personnel Management Directorate of the
Army Military Personnel Center, Alexandria, Virginia.

As part of OPMS, the Officer Evaluation Reporting System includes the methods and
procedures for organizational evaluation and assessment of an officer's performance and
an estimation of potential for future service based on that performance. The official
documentation of these assessments is the OER.

Distinguishing Features. The primary features of the Army performance evaluation
system are (1) the rated off icer/im mediate supervisor communication process, (2) the
Senior Rater Profile Report, and (3) the rating chain.

The Army's OER procedures, which include immediate supervisors rating their
subordinates, are designed to stimulate a continual two-way communication so that rated
officers are aware of the specific nature of their duties and are provided an opportunity
to participate in the specifications of billets and duties. The immediate supervisor/sub-
ordinate communication process also facilitates the dissemination of career development
information, advice, and guidance to rated officers. This kind of structured (and required)
communication between supervisors and subordinates also encourages the perpetuation of

* discipline and desired behavior.

The purpose of the Senior Rater Profile Report is to track the rating history of each
senior rater. The report establishes all senior raters' credibility by recording how well
they spread out their ratings of subordinate officer potential. This information is made

I available to both the senior rater and Army headquarters. Placement of the form in the
senior rater's official record for review by selection boards emphasizes the importance of
the senior rater's responsibilities to provide credible rating information. The Army is the

* only service that formally analyzes the rating style of its senior raters.

The Army's rating chain invloves the rated officer, immediate supervisor, and a
senior rating official in the performance evaluation system. The rated officer is the
subject of the annual evaluation and has considerable responsibility in the evaluation
process. In addition to performing to the best of their abilities, the rated officers must
seek counseling when needed, discuss their duty description and performance objectives
with their immediate supervisors, assess their objectives and update them as required, and
describe their accomplishments at the end of the rating period.

* The rater is the immediate supervisor. The rater is most familiar with the day-to-
day performance of the rated officer and directly guides the rated officer's participation
in the organization's mission.

The senior rater is the senior rating official in the rating chain. The senior rater

evaluates the rated officer from a broad organizational perspective (the minimum grade
for a senior rater is major). The senior rater's evaluation is the link between the day-to-
day observation of the rated officer's performance by the rater and the longer-termi
evaluation of the rated officer's potential for advancement by Army selection boards. If

- there happens to be an intermediate level supervisor between the rater and the senior
rater, the rating chain will include an intermediate rater.

Promotion Process in the Army. The Army has institutionalized a dual-specialty
system that recognizes the increasingly limited opportunity for officers to be promoted
into primarily operational positions. Since it plays a role in selection and promotion board
decisions in the Army, the mechanics of the dual-specialty system warrant discussion.
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The method used by the Army for officer professional development and utilization is
the concept of dual-specialty development. Under dual-specialty development, the
objective is for the majority of officers to gain and maintain proficiency in an "initial
specialty" and later on to develop a second specialty that may be related to the initial one

but is less operational in nature (this training usually begins by the eighth year of service).
For example, an officer with an initial specialty in aviation might choose aviation
logistics as an additional area of specialization. Further, a signal corps specialist might
choose communications-electronics for a second specialty. All officers above the rank of
captain are expected to simultaneously develop two specialty skills. The Army selection
boards are provided with an officer quota for each specialty area in order to ensure that
(1) the Army's skill and grade mix is in balance with its needs, and (2) officers who are
fully qualified are selected to fill initial specialty and additional specialty needs.

For example, the Army may need to promote 200 officers to major. If the board is
reviewing 400 officer candidates for major, it decides (1) how many of the 400 officers
are promotable based on their initial specialty skills. That is, the board may determine
that 350 officers are promotable within that group. Next, (2) the board looks within this
acceptable group and attempts to fill quotas for each additional specialty area. It will not
promote an officer who does not meet the 350 cutoff (based on "operational" perfor-
mance)--even if the officer is a superior performer in the second specialty. However, an
officer who is promotable but who is rated lower than another in his initial specialty
(which is similar to the Navy designator) might be promoted over the other. These
situations may occur when the officer has a second specialty in a skill that has not met its
quota while the initial specialty has. Selection opportunity may vary among specialties,
based upon projected requirements in the higher grade. Each board receives a letter of
instruction from the Secretary of the Army providing guidance for the selection process.
That portion pertaining to specialization indicates that the specialist has a role and
responsibility that is equal to the role of the generalist.

Major Evaluation Forms. Two forms are used in the evaluation process: (1) the OER
Form and (2) the OER Support Form. Appendix C presents and describes these forms.

The OER Form provides the Army with current performance and potential assess-
ments of each rated officer.

Within the first 30 days of the evaluation period, the rater and rated officer must
have a face-to-face discussion to develop a working copy of the rated officer's OER
Support Form. The discussion covers the rated officer's duties, responsibilities,
objectives, and contributions. The rated officer and rater initial and date the working
copy, indicating discussion as well as agreement on the duty description and performance
objectives. The rated officer updates the working copy to reflect the changes in duties
and objectives as they occur. At the end of the evaluation period, the rated officer
prepares a final Support Form, which the rating officials use in making their evaluations.

There are two advantages provided by the support form and the face-to-face
communication process between the rater and rated officer. First the rated officer is
informed of the specific nature and requirements of the job and may at an early stage
provide input on what should or could be accomplished. Second, the meeting provides an
opportunity for the immediate supervisor (rater) to (1) direct subordinates, (2) plan for
attaining the mission, (3) gain information from ratees about their perception of the
organization, and (4) find better ways to accomplish the mission.
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In 1983, a survey was conducted to determine the effectiveness of the OER Support
Form. Results indicated distinct differences between the perceptions of rated officers on
one hand and senior raters on the other:

1. The Support Form was considered valuable by 62 percent of the rated officers,
77 percent of the raters, and 81 percent of the senior raters.

2. A majority (89%) of the raters felt they had coached or counseled their
"subordinates adequately; however, only 20 percent of the officers were satisfied that they
had been coached or counseled adequately.

3. A majority (80%) of the raters believed they had complied with the regulatory
requirement to discuss objectives with the rated officer within the first 30 days of the
rating period, but only 31 percent of the rated officers acknowledged an adequate
discussion. Moreover, 90 percent of the rated officers preferred to have this discussion.

The Army's OER System has been in operation since 1979. It is reportedly working
without serious inflation by senior raters and with strong selection board endorsement.
Board members have indicated that interpretation of the senior rater's evaluation of part
7 of the OER Form is dependent upon joint consideration of all three of its components--
the box check, the profile, and the narrative--and all three aspects contain the senior
rater's message to the board. Most senior raters are spreading their box checks across the
top four (of nine) boxes. Some spread effective officers through the fifth and sixth boxes.
The strongest selection board feedback is that those senior officers who focus primarily
on the top box are "losing their vote" and "hurting their subordinates' chances " for
selection and promotion.

Coast Guard Officer Evaluation System

Purpose. The purpose of the Coast Guard's Officer Evaluation Report (OER) System
is to supply information to the Commandant for personnel management decisions such as

promotion, assignment, and career development. In addition, the Coast Guard recognizes
that the OER reinforces command authority by providing a delineation of the lines of
authority and responsibility, with officers knowing the members of their rating chains.
The system assists commanding officers in delineating lines of authority and responsibility
and ensuring common understanding of responsibilities. Finally, the OER is designed to
help maintain Coast Guard values and standards. Each officer is evaluated on job
achievements but also on common professional values and standards of the Coast Guard,
which are defined by the performance scales on the OER.

Background. Coast Guard officer evaluation policy is established by Coast Guard
Headquarters, Washington, DC, and implemented by the Office of Personnel, Evaluation
Systems Division, located at Headquarters. The Evaluation Systems Division is staffed by
one captain (0-6) and one lieutenant commander (0-4). The division has three objectives:
(1) to monitor Coast Guard compliance with officer evaluation policy, (2) to continually
improve the effectiveness of the Coast Guard officer evaluation system, and (3) to
tabulate rating data used to monitor evaluation trends. The division serves as the
corporate memory for the Coast Guard's personnel evaluation process and provides a
central point for continual review.

In 3anuary 1982, after completing a 2-year study of evaluation systems, the Coast
Guard implemented the Officer Performance Management System (OPMS). OPMS
introduced a new Coast Guard evaluation system based on measuring performance and
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in•,,.. -tributes with behavioral examples as standards of performance. In July 1984,
OPM$ w.,- replaced by the OER system, which maintained the focus on well-defined
standar,'.; ',it reduced several time-consuming and paper-intensive aspects of OPMS.

Distinguishing Features. The primary features of the Coast Guard performance
evaluation system are (1) the use of performance standards, (2) the high degree of
headquarters' administrative review and quality control, (3) a policy of placing responsi-
bility for managing performance with each individual officer, and (4) the rating chain.

One of the most distinguishing features of the Coast Guard's OER is the use of
performance standards, written descriptions of behavior that reflect performance levels
within each performance dimension or area. The following is one example of a written
description of behavior found in the "Performance of Duties" section on the OER:

Get results which far surpass your expectation in all situations.
Own work and that of subordinates is consistently of high quality;
never needs redoing. Results have significant positive impact on
department and/or unit.

One reason the Coast Guard believes the standards are such a significant feature of
the system is that they provide a common frame of reference for rating officers' observed
behaviors. The immediate supervisor reviews the officer's performance during the 6-
month reporting period and assigns a grade for each performance dimension on the OER.
Grades range from I (low) to 7 (high). An important element of the Coast Guard system is
the policy of comparing an officer's performance and qualities to behavioral standards--
not to other officers. Therefore, each officer receives a series of ratings and is not
ranked against other officers.

Another distinguishing feature of the Coast Guard's system is its practice of
administrative review and quality control. Every OER is reviewed when it is received at
Headquarters. OERs with substantive errors or marks not supported by narrative
comments and specific examples of performance and qualities are returned to the rater
for revision.

A third distinguishing feature is the Coast Guard policy of officer-initiated
performance counseling. With the exception of ensigns and lieutenants (junior grade),
counseling is optional unless the rated officer or a member of the rating chain requests it.
Each officer is responsible for his or her own performance and for getting the counseling
that may be needed to measure up to standards.

The rating chain provides the assessment of an officer's performance and value to the

Coast Guard through a system of multiple evaluators and reviewers, who, according to the
Coast Guard, present independent views and ensure accuracy, timeliness, and correctness
of reporting. It reinforces decentralization by placing responsibilities for development
and performance evaluation at the lowest levels within the command structure. The
reported-on officer is the officer being evaluated. The reported-on officer prepares the
administrative portion of the OER and forwards it to the supervisor at least 14 days
before the end of the reporting period or occasion for the report. The supervisor is
norma!ly the individual the reported-on officer answers to on a daily basis. The supervisor
evaluates the performance of the reported-on officer and provides feedback to the
reported-on officer if requested. The reporting officer is normally the supervisor's
supervisor.
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The reporting officer evaluates the reported-on officer's performance, personal
qualities and ability to represent the Coast Guard and evaluates the leadership and
potential of the reported-on officer for promotion and special assignment, such as
command. The reporting officer ensures that the supervisor fully meets the responsibil-
ities for administration of the OER by holding supervisors accountable for accurate
evaluations. If a supervisor submits evaluations that are inconsistent with actual
performance or unsubstantiated by narrative comments, the reporting officer counsels the
supervisor and considers this when grading the supervisor's OER (Section 5 of the OER
contains a graded section titled "Evaluating Subordinates--the extent to which an officer
conducts, or requires others to conduct, accurate, uninflated, and timely evaluation for
enlisted, civilian, and officer personnel"). The reviewer is normally the supervisor of the
reporting officer. The reviewer ensures that the supervisor and reporting officer have
adequately executed their responsibilities under the OER. The reviewer may return an
OER to the reporting officer to correct errors, omissions, or inconsistencies between
numerical evaluations and written comments.

Major Evaluation Forms. Two forms are used in the evaluation process: (1) the
Officer Evaluation Report (OER) and (2) the Officer Support Form. An example of the
former is presented and described in Appendix D.

The OER is four pages long, with a separate form for each grade.

The Officer Support Form is used by either the reported-on officer, the supervisor, or

both as an aid in establishing a clear understanding of job expectations and in assisting the

supervisor in constructive performance feedback and preparation of proper evaluations.
Use of the form is mandatory for supervisors of all reported-on officers of the grades
ensign and lieutenant (junior grade) or when a senior member of the rating chain directs
that it be used. The Officer Support Form serves as a vehicle for clarifying the reported-
on officer's job responsibilities and areas of the job that either the reported-on officer or
the supervisor feels should receive emphasis during the reporting period. It serves as a
means for the reported-on officer to inform the supervisor if counseling is desired:
provides the reported-on officer a means of bringing to the supervisor's attention
significant accomplishments; provides a place for the supervisor to note significant
accomplishments, shortcomings, behavior, or qualities observed during the period; serves
as a vehicle for giving specific, constructive performance feedback; and assists the
supervisor and reporting officer in preparing well-substantiated performance evaluations.
The form may be used for all grades of officers.

Marine Corps Officer Evaluation System

Purpose. The purpose of the Marine Corps Performance Evaluation System (PES) is
to provide essential, accurate information on Marine Corps sergeants and to assist
headquarters in making decision on selection and assignment.

Background. The Marine Corps' current PES was implemented in December 1985,
after a Marine Corps study reported that extensive grade inflation, if not controlled,
would cause the system to become ineffective within the next few years. The study
recommended changes to control grade inflation, improve accountability and accuracy of
fitness reports, simplify and streamline the evaluation system, and improve the Marine
Corps procedure for counseling officers.

Distinguishing Features. The primary distinguishing features of the Marine Corps
PES are (1) the ranking of officers, (2) the use of manipulation controls, (3) the separation
of counseling from the evaluation report, and (4) the rating chain.
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The revised PES requires the reporting senior to rank officers ("1 of 6, 2 of 6," etc.)
who are marked "outstanding" in block 1 5a ("General Value To The Service"). Only Marine
officers in the same grade are ranked.

Another distinguishing feature is the use of manipulation controls. Reporting seniors
must list alphabetically the names of all reported-on Marines (in a given grade) on the
back of all FITREP forms. For example, a reporting senior who reports on eight majors is
required to alphabetically list the names of the eight majors on the back of each of the
eight fitness reports. This requirement minimizes the opportunity to inflate the number
of officers that the rater claims is in the comparison group; thereby contributing to
improving the accuracy of the ranking process.

A further distinguishing feature is the Marine Corps' policy to separate performance
counseling from the FITREP process. A 1984 Marine Corps study found that simultaneous
counseling and fitness report preparation creates a situation in which Marines are more
interested in fitness report marks than counseling. The study indicated that when
counseling is tied to the report process, it is often slanted toward past efforts rather than
toward improving future performance and that it contributes to inflated markings.

The reported-on Marine is the one being evaluated. In the rating chain, the reporting
senior is the first officer (or civilian equivalent, GS-I I or above) who is senior in grade to
the reported-on Marine and is directly responsible for the primary tasking and supervision
of the Marine. The reporting senior is the officer in the best position to observe the
Marine's daily performance. The reviewing officer is the second and next senior officer in
grade (or civilian equivalent) to the reported-on Marine and is the officer directly
responsible for the primary tasking, supervision, and evaluation of the reporting senior.

Major Evaluation Forms. One form, the USMC Fitness Report, is used in the
evaluation process. This is presented and described in Appendix E.

Interviews with Industry

During June and July 1985, interviews were conducted with Personnel and Employee
Development officers of nine large companies concerning their current practices in the
evaluation, development, and promotion of employees. In particular, the interviews were
structured to obtain specific information about (I) the mechanics (form, content, etc.) of
performance appraisal in the organization, (2) the steps of processes involved in
completing an employee evaluation, and (3) the use of appraisal information in the
organization. In addition, those interviewed were asked to discuss their organization's
approach to career development, job assignment or succession planning, and the links (if
any) between performance evaluation and these organizational decisions.

The analysis of the interviews is divided into three sections. In the first section, the
common features of performance appraisal systems are identified across the various
companies interviewed. Next, these general findings are discussed in relation to the
current Navy Officer Fitness Report System. Following the Navy-industry comparison,
the role of organizational performance appraisal information in various personnel deci-
sions is described. The discussion includes the identification of alternative sources and
types of information used for such decisions as job assignment and development.

Nine organizations in the East and the Midwest were selected. All organizations had
performance appraisal systems in place. Over one half of the organizations had a
systematic approach to career planning for individuals as well as long-term succession
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planning for the organization. The individuals interviewed in each organization represent-
ed the personnel or employee relations function and directly controlled or implemented
the personnel appraisal system in their organization. The companies providing the
interviews included a major member of the hotel, food, and beverage industry; a leading
international supplier of automation and central technology products; a highly diversified
producer of commercial and industrial goods and services; and a large, diversified
company that manufactures tapes, abrasive materials, drugs, reflective materials, and
other products.

Common Features of Performance Evaluation in Selected Companies

Job Scope Descriptions. The careful, complete documentation of the responsibilities
of the employee's current position is a key element in performance appraisal in these
organizations. The importance that companies place on this factor is reflected by the
fact that nearly all of the selected organizations provide a space on the front of the
appraisal instrument in which to record specific job scope information. In addition, raters
are given training specifically geared toward providing accurate, complete information
about the scope of the job held by each employee.

The interviewees suggested four purposes for the job scope statement. First, for the
rated employee, it identifies what duties are required. Second, for the rater, it provides
reasonably specific information regarding the job. Third, for the rater and the ratee, it
provides a management-by-objectives (MBO) basis for performance planning and goal
setting. And last, for the organization, documenting employee activities (successive job
scope statements) provides critical input on the range of activities and skills that the
employee has developed, may need to develop, and so forth. In addition, the information
can be used to assess the employee's potential for promotion or assignment into a specific
job area by indicating if the individual has had relevant task experience and how well the
person has performed in those tasks.

Use of Performance Ratings Rather Than Comparison Rankings. The actual format
of appraisal instruments varies from organization to organization. In some companies,
MBO-type format or goal setting is used as the basis for evaluation; in other organiza-
tions, employees are rated on specific behavioral standards or examples of performance.
Although the format varies, all employees are given ratings (high to low, good to bad,
etc.) of performance rather than rankings. That is, employees are evaluated against an
external set of performance standards rather than against their co-workers or peers.

Multiple Raters in Performance Evaluations. In all of the organizations interviewed,
the immediate supervisor is responsible for the observance, evaluation, and documentation
of employee performance. The interviewees stated that the immediate supervisor has the
greatest day-to-day contact with each subordinate and can most directly and accurately
observe the employee's behaviors. Therefore, the immediate supervisor is responsible for
completing the performance ratings on each subordinate.

The majority of the organizations interviewed also use second-level supervisory
review. The immediate supervisor's supervisor reviews the employee's evaluation and
provides modifications or an independent evaluation of the employee. Typically, the
immediate supervisor and the second-level supervisor meet to discuss each employee. The
immediate supervisor presents the rationale behind specific ratings. If the second-level
supervisor believes that the ratings are too high or too low, the ratings are modified
accordingly.
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The purpose of the second rater in organizations is threefold: (1) This procedure
provides a quality check of the immediate supervisor's ratings, (2) there is at least an
implicit negative consequence for providing inflated or extremely harsh employee
evaluations (i.e., the immediate supervisor will be viewed as unable to effectively
evaluate subordinates, which may emerge when the supervisor is under consideration for a
promotion), and (3) the second-level rater brings a broader perspective of the employee
into the evaluation situation. That is, the second-level rater provides additional
information, a different (presumably broader) frame of reference, and a mechanism for
monitoring the individual supervisor's ratings.

Rater Training. The organizations provide training to managers that is specifically
designed to address rating quality or accuracy and to assist managers in providing
performance feedback to employees. In some of the organizations, extensive training
time is devoted to the completion of the performance appraisal form itself, to methods
for writing performance objectives, to writing an accurate job scope statement, and so
forth. The nature of the training format itself varies across the organizations inter-
viewed. In some instances, the training involves a lecture format, with sample appraisal
instruments as training exercises; in other instances, managers are provided with on-going
training exercises which are to be completed prior to each evaluation process.

Unitary Purpose of Appraisal Information. Similar to the Navy, organizations use
performance information for a myriad of personnel decisions, such as salary increases,
promotion, job assignments or placement decisions, recommendations for training, dis-
missals or terminations, and employee performance counseling. Across the nine
companies interviewed, the uses of performance appraisal information varied. However,
within a given organization, performance information is tied primarily to one personnel
decision or practice. In two organizations, performance information is collected to
document past and current performance as a basis for salary or merit pay increase
recommendations; in another, the performance information provides one input into
promotion decisions; and in still another, it is used as a measure to summarize
performance for communication between supervisor and employee. In these latter cases,
the performance appraisal information is collected and documented by the supervisor, and
the employee receives performance feedback and career counseling. That is, the
performance information is systematically collected and used, but not by anyone other
than the immediate supervisor and the subordinate. The organization uses other
information as a basis for such decisions as salary increases, promotion, training
recommendations, and succession planning. These other sources of information could
include performance-related information, but the information is generally collected via a
method other than the performance appraisal instrument.

In summary, although the purpose of collecting performance information varies
across organizations, the specific appraisal form is rarely tied to multiple personnel
decisions. The organization decides what the primary use is to be and avoids associating
the performance appraisal with other, possibly conflicting, decisions.

The Navy Performance Appraisal Process Compared With Industrial Systems

As stated in NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1611.1 (Department of the Navy, 1981), the uses
of the Navy's FITREP include promotion decisions, assignment, retention, recommenda-
tion for postgraduate training, recommendations for special assignments, and officer per-
formance and career counseling. In reality, the FITREP is used as a basis for each of
these decisions. On the other hand, the rater or CO does not have all of these
organizational purposes in mind when completing the FITREP. As the interviews with the
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COs in the URL, RL, and SC indicate, COs want to convey the promotability of their
officers to promotion boards. In addition, in the URL, COs attempt to identify officers
who should be the next COs in the Navy. Therefore, the FITREP is completed by the
rater from a unitary perspective (i.e., to identify for boards the best and the worst officer
candidates for promotion). Further, the trait ratings, the ranking, and the FITREP
narrative are completed to be consistent (thus are frequently inflated) with the CO's
judgment regarding the officer's promotability. This appears to create some difficulty for
the Navy when the FITREP is used as a basis for job assignment decisions or for officer
performance counseling. Detailers and specific board members have little unique
information about traits, other than general suitability for command, to assist them in
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of a given officer.

In some of the organizations interviewed, this would not cause a major problem. One
reason is that the performance information gathered is typically used for only one purpose
(i.e., promotion) and not for other purposes (e.g., performance counseling). In the Navy,
the method for identifying the relative strengths and weaknesses of an officer for job
assignments decisions is to look at the trait ratings and the narrative on the officer's
FITREP. However, since COs tend to inflate and make all trait ratings alike (in order to
get who they want promoted), these ratings provide little useful information about the
relative strengths and weaknesses within a given officer. COs simply attempt to
distinguish differences between officers for the promotion boards (i.e., identify the "good"
officer from the "not so good" ones). In general, promotion and job placement or officer
counseling practices are very different decisions and may require different performance
information and form. In the Navy, these decisions are related in a general sense, since
specific billets at certain career stages are required for promotion. However, the
individuals interviewed in industry said that it is essential to use performance information
for one clearly identified purpose, not for conflicting, multiple purposes.

Ratings and Rankings of Performance and Promotability. In the Navy, both trait
ratings of performance and ranking of officers are used. In industrial organizations, an
employee's performance is evaluated by rating the employee in comparison to specific
behavioral standards or goals (as in MBO). In organizations, the current performance of
an employee is not ranked against all other employees in a given group. However, in some
of the organizations interviewed, rankings are used to indicate the promotability of the
top three or four employees. This is similar to the Navy policy of ranking all officers
(from the rank of lieutenant commander through captain) who are recommended for early
promotion. Further, in many of the organizations interviewed, the ranking of promot-
ability is separate from the performance review process; there is frequently a separate
form used for this decision. In addition, the employees typically do not know their
rankings or promotability rating. The ranking information, then, is used as one input for
succession planning or promotion decision. The immediate rater again provides this
information to the supervisor. The immediate supervisor evaluates the employee's current
performance using trait ratings (low to high) or behavioral ratings. Then on a separate
form or in a separate section of the performance appraisal form, the supervisor ranks the
employee in terms of readiness for a new position.

This is not unlike the Navy's evaluation process. The Officer Fitness Report includes
trait ratings as well as ranking. However, the similarities between industry and the Navy
end there. In the organizations interviewed, the employee rankings typically are
presented to the supervisor's supervisor. The second-level supervisor can modify these
rankings. There is no such check, or "gating," in the Navy system. A second difference is
that in the Navy, COs frequently rank from 3 to 30 people within a peer group in a given
appraisal period (especially in the URL). COs frequently rank all of their lieutenant
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commanders (and above), because the majority of lieutenant commanders are recom-
mended for early promotion and therefore must be ranked against each other in
compliance with Navy instructions. In organizations, they do not rank all employees in a
given job type, grade, or rank. Supervisors rank only those top three or four employees
who are promotable into a particular job area or function (for example, for the immediate
supervisor's own job). Therefore, a supervisor in a company generally has fewer
employees to evaluate than in the Navy.

Finally, in organizations, individuals are ranked with regard to their suitability for a
single, well-defined position. One implication of this procedure is that the top candidate
for one position may not be the best for all positions. In contrast, raters in the Navy must
rank individuals without considering the unique demands of alternate specific positions for
which any one officer may be considered. As an aid, the CO chooses the next job in the
hierarchy leading to CO as the benchmark position and evaluates the officer's potential
ability to perform that job. There is no evaluation of the officer's potential for positions
that are not directly in the required path to CO. The specific requirements (strengths and
weaknesses; job duties) of any of the jobs are not considered. In industry, the supervisor
must rank the person for one or more alternate positions. In the Navy, the CO ranks the
person, without knowing the specific position in which each officer might be placed.

Role of Organizational Performance Evaluation Information in Job Assignments and
Succession Planning: Use of Alternative Sources of Information. All of the organizations
interviewed have employee-initiated career development programs. That is, if an
employee wants to develop or acquire skills in a particular area, the individual can
contact the company's career development department to initiate such skill acquisition or
development. However, none of the organizations play an active role in the career
development of all of its employees. In fact, many of the organizations "track" only a
small percentage of high-potential, high-performance employees. The rationale behind
this organizational tracking is to develop key individuals in such a way (e.g., via job
assignments) that in the long-term they would move into high-level, critical positions in
the organization (succession planning).

For job assignment or job promotion decisions, the organizations that were inter-
viewed rely very slightly upon their formal performance evaluation ratings. In fact, the
formal performance appraisal plays a relatively minor role in job assignments; instead less
formal methods of collecting candidate information are used. However, one critical
reorientation should be made at this point. For decisions such as job assignment,
promotion, or succession planning, the organization shifts its focus away from the
individual (and the evaluation of current performance) to the assessment and analysis of
the requirements of a given job or set of jobs. In other words, the focus is upon defining
the requirements of a job and the skills necessary to perform the job successfully, rather
than determining whether the individual exhibits high or low performance. A great deal
of organizational time and effort is devoted to understanding jobs. One reason for this
shift in focus (from person to job) is that all of the employees under consideration for
these positions have been assessed as high performers with high potential. Therefore,
there is less need to distinguish between the good and the poor employees. The question
in job assignment or succession planning decisions shifts from "Who are my top
performers?" to "Among my top performers, who would be best placed in a job which has
these specific set of requirements?" Before the employee or candidate information is
considered, the job must be clearly defined.

Job Assignment. Few of the organizations interviewed use the actual ratings from
their formal performance appraisal system as a basis for job assignment decisions. If
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performance information is used, it is presented in a summary form, reflecting successive
past job evaluations, not simply the evaluation in the most immediate position. Job
assignment or placement decisions in organizations are based upon multiple sources of
information, such as the following:

1. Successive Job Scope Statements. These statements are reviewed for two 41
reasons: first, to determine what the employee has accomplished in jobs which are
believed to develop specific skills; and second, to assess whether the individual has
developed skills which are pertinent to the new job. The job scope statements are perhaps
one of the most critical inputs into the job assignment process. Decision makers try to
assess what skills were necessary to successfully perform in past jobs, whether these skills
are necessary for the new job, whether necessary skills are sufficiently developed or there
is sufficient employee potential to believe that they can be developed.

2. Employee Statement. A second key source of input into job assignment decisions
is the employee's personal statement regarding performance, committee involvement,
special task force involvement, community activities, and preferences for a position.
Some of the organizations interviewed said that there might be a gap or lack of
information regarding a skill area for a given individual as reflected in the job scope
statements. In addition, a new job might involve a move or a great deal of traveling.
Here, the employee's preference statement is consulted.

3. Educational and Technical Background. This source of information includes the
documentation of formal education, including technical degrees, continuing education
courses, work-related seminars, and workshops. The background of the candidates is
reviewed, together with previous job experience and preferences.

4. Peer and Customer Input. When high-performing, high-potential employees are
considered for a specific job, many of the organizations interviewed make a concerted
effort to contact peers, former peers, supervisors, and customers. The rationale behind
this source of information is that peers and clients or customers interact with the
candidate under a different set of circumstances and thus may view the employee from a
different perspective than the supervisor. The input from peers and clients may add
unique information to the decision process that the supervisor may not have access to, or
it may supplement supervisory input.

5. Informal Supervisory Input. This source of information involves input from the
candidate's past supervisors as well as the current supervisor. In addition, other division
heads or supervisors with whom the candidate has interacted are contacted for their
input.

All of the above information typically is gathered on each candidate for a given job
assignment decision. Much of the information is gathered informally, primarily by the
candidate's immediate supervisor. Very little empirical information (performance ratings
or promotion rankings) is gathered or used in such decisions.

Methods for Integrating Alternative Sources of Information in Job Assignment
Decisions. From the nine companies interviewed, one general method was identified for
integrating and synthesizing information used in job assignment decisions. This method is
employed in those companies with strong managerial involvement and commitment to the
job assignment outcomes. When a job opening is imminent, managers who head the
various divisions in the organization meet to discuss the specific requirements of the
position. These managers then assess and identify the top candidate within their own
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function. Gathering again as a group, the managers present their top candidates for the

specific job. Division or function managers comment on their own candidate as well as on

other candidates. The organizations that use this method of placing individuals into

specific jobs cite a number of advantages: (1) Both the strengths and weakness of each

candidate are revealed and explored, (2) the function head must eventually set aside
function loyalties in order to place the most qualified and appropriate candidate into the

specific position, and (3) the decision makers feel involved and responsible for the
consequences of the decisions that they make.

Implications for the Navy

The results of the industry interviews suggest a number of common features of %
successful performance evaluation and promotion practices. It would be tempting to
recommend that the Navy incorporate these common features into the Navy evaluation

system. Although some changes can be incorporated without much cost (e.g., the

modification of the FITREP form itself), other changes suggest a substantial commitment

from the Navy. The following sections compare the Navy with the sampled industries on a

number of organizational characteristics. In addition, the possible implications for the

Navy of borrowing performance appraisal features directly from organizations are
discussed.

Span of Control. In the organizations interviewed, immediate supervisors evaluate

subordinates. Therefore, the number of ratees per supervisor is generally small
(approximately four to five employees). On the other hand, the CO in the Navy rates
officers one, two, or three levels removed, increasing tremendously the sheer volume of

evaluations for a given CO. Since supervisors in organizations have fewer subordinates to

evaluate and these subordinates report directly to them, the amount of effort and time

spent per employee may differ from that which is common in the Navy. Supervisors in

organizations appear to have more frequent contact with their subordinates than the Navy .
COs. In addition, a supervisor generally oversees or supervises a specific employee for 2 .J
to 3 years. On the other hand, COs usually command an officer for approximately 24
months or less.

The Interaction of Supervisors and Subordinates. In the organizations interviewed,
there is direct interaction between supervisors and employees, which is in many ways
similar to the interaction between COs and their officers. However, in the private sector,
there are generally fewer intervening levels or ranks between the employee's job and the

supervisor's job. Therefore, raters in industry may know each of their subordinates in
greater depth than COs know their officers.

On the other hand, COs and their officers may be more dependent upon each other

than supervisors and subordinates are in industry. That is, in the Navy, in order for
individuals to work successfully in a given billet, they may need to depend substantially
upon another officer or the CO, and vice versa. In many of the Navy commands, the

successful completion of a task, an exercise, or a mission depends upon teamwork, not

solely upon individual effort or performance. Therefore, the interdependence of the task
may place COs in a position where they would get to know many of their officers well.

Tracking•. Tracking, or career management, is conducted in order to improve
promotion or assignment decisions. In the organizations interviewed, only the careers of a

few high-potential employees are tracked systematically within each function. Within
divisions or departments (analogous, e.g., to subcommunities within surface and aviation

communities), these individuals are identified and tracked up the ladder by division heads
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or vice presidents. At this stage, they compete exclusively with employees from within
their own divisions. The corporate level of the organization does not become involved
until the employee reaches upper management. These upper management employees
compete with one another, across all divisions.

In the organizations interviewed, promotion and assignment decisions are very
similar. In the Navy, promotion and job assignment are often two distinct organizational
decisions. A new job assignment or billet does not automatically mean a promotion from
one grade level to the next. In fact, officers will have many different job assignments
before coming up for promotion. F-urther, these different job assignments can be an
excellent indicator of whether or not the officer is "on track," or promotable.

In the Navy, both promotion and assignment decisions are centralized and conducted

in one location. The promotion boards are statutory boards, required and designed to
operate by law. When a specific board meets, for example, to promote to lieutenant
commanders, all lieutenants from a class of Navy officers who are eligible are reviewed
for promotion by the board. This process is different from industry in two important
respects. First, the competition for promotion among officers within a given rank
involves very large numbers of people, not just three or four employees at a given time.
(This fact can indirectly influence the CO's rating of an officer). Second, the Navy is
managing the promotion and assignment of 30,000 to 40,000 officers at a time. There
were no similar situations in the organizations interviewed.

Job Hierarchy and Job Assignment. Both in the Navy and in the organizations
interviewed, there is a hierarchy of jobs within a given level. That is, there are some
"front-runner" positions, which are reserved for the top performers. Further, in the Navy,
an officer who has occupied these front-runner positions (called ticket punching) has a
greater likelihood of being promoted. This is especially true as officers progress into
higher ranks. The difference between the Navy and the companies interviewed is that the
companies interviewed also have a hierarchy or sequence of preferred jobs across
organizational levels.

In the organizations interviewed, the jobs are well defined. The organization knows
that an individual in a particular job will develop or acquire specific skills and in fact may
place a person into a job as a means of teaching specific skills needed to progress upward
in management. In the Navy, such systematic placement with the specific intent to
produce long-term development of specific skills does not occur because it is difficult to
assess what skills an officer has developed given a specific configuration of billets and
therefore to identify the future sequence of billets that an officer must occupy in order to
acquire the specific skills and experience that the Navy may need in the future.

In addition, there is little formal, explicit documentation of skills developed in
specific jobs. For example, the Navy desires (and in practice, requires) that URL officers
spend some of their career in shore billets, which are informally viewed by officers as less
critical than the operational (sea duty) billets. Although the shore billet can develop skills
that would be useful for the Navy and for officers later in their careers, the FITREP for
these URL officers does not reflect the performance in these billets nor potential to
perform well in such billets in the future.

Selection and Promotion From Within. The Navy promotes and assigns officers from
within its own ranks. That is, the Navy does not seek nonmilitary personnel to compete
for or fill Navy billets. However, in civilian organizations, there frequently is competi-
tion among departments within organizations for middle- and top-level employees and new
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blood may be brought in from outside. However, all nine organizations interviewed
emphasized that they place a high value on the promotion and development of their own
employees.

Promotion Process. In the organizations interviewed, promotions are largely the
same decisions as assignment decisions. Such decisions are frequently made on a job-by-
job basis. On the other hand, in the Navy, promotion and job assignment decisions are
frequently independent. Officers are assigned to many billets, while occupying the same
organizational level or rank. In addition, the method for making decisions is legally
mandated by Congress for the Navy. This is not the case in organizations. A promotion
frequently means not only a significant change in job duties, requirements, and responsi-
bilities, but also a step up in the organizational ladder.

Rewards. In the Navy, rewards such as pay increases are largely related to promotion
and time in grade, which encourages the officers to remain in the service. Related to
promotions, officers may be rewarded for good performance by being assigned to a billet
high in the hierarchy. Since billets in the Navy have a specific promotion potential
associated with them, the assignment of an officer to such a billet (i.e., having a ticket
punched) can be viewed as rewarding. In the organizations interviewed, the general long-
term goals include such plans as taking more of the market's profit share, increasing
efficiency (i.e., decreasing costs associated with production), and gaining an edge over
current competition. On the other hand, the Navy's long-term goals include preparedness
and combat readiness.

Literature Review: Criteria for Effective Performance Appraisal Systems

Current research literature on performance evaluation and personnel decision making
provided an alternative source of information concerning effective performance appraisal
systems. The following discussion presents the most current (and purportedly the most
effective) practices in performance evaluation.

A review of the performance evaluation literature identified five common character-
istics that influence the effectiveness of the performance appraisal process regardless of
which specific format is being used:

1. Has clearly defined, compatible purposes.

2. Is acceptable to the appraisee, the appraisers, the organization, and to society in
general. 0

3. Includes some form of extensive or effective rater training.

4. Provides constructive mutual feedback between the appraiser and the appraisee.

5. Is efficient to administer.

Clearly Defined and Compatible Purposes

Whether or not it is appropriate to use the same performance appraisal information
to reach different types of performance-based decisions is an issue that few organizations
address. Many performance appraisal systems do not differentiate between intended uses I
of performance data and implicitly or explicitly collect the same data for all purposes
(Mohrman & Lawler, 1981). However, it is inappropriate to base more than one decision
on input from the same evaluation source if the types of decisions are not compatible. A
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common example of an incompatible use of performance data is the practice of using the
same appraisal data as a developmental guide (counseling) and as a basis for promotion
decisions. Appraisals that are conducted to determine the award of competitive rewards
are ineffective as developmental guides for two reasons: First, feedback of their results
generates defensiveness and consequent rejection of the criticism they contain (Kane &
Lawler, 1979); and second, the performance data may be inflated to provide support to the
individual.

Appraisal data are affected by the intended use of the data. A number of studies
have shown that data collected for administrative purposes (pay and promotion decisions)
are significantly more lenient than data collected for purposes such as counseling and
research (Landy & Farr, 1980; McGregor, 1957; Meyer, Kay, & French, 1965; Sharon &
Bartlett, 1969). An effective appraisal system must include an appraisal form for
counseling that is independent in form and procedure from the form used to determine
promotion or pay matters.

Acceptance of the Performance Appraisal System

For an appraisal system to be effective, it must have the support of the people who
are affected by the system. Any performance appraisal system should be acceptable to
the appraisee, the appraisers, the organization, and society in general.

There are three factors that influence the appraisee's acceptance of the performance
appraisal process. First, it is important that an appraisal system has some face validity;
that is, the appraisee must perceive it to be a valid measure of job performance. Second,
appraisee participation in the appraisal process is an important factor. The more that
appraisees are allowed to voice opinions during the appraisal, the more satisfied they will
be with the process (Greller, 1975; Nemeroff & Wexley, 1977; Wexley, Singh, & Yukl,
1973). And third, the degree of support or positive feedback that an appraisee receives
from the appraiser during the appraisal event has an influence on the appraisee's
acceptance of the appraisal process and satisfaction with the appraiser (Latham & Saari,
1979; Nemeroff & Wexley, 1977).

The appraisers must also be supportive of an appraisal system if the system is to be
implemented effectively. Lack of acceptance on the part of an appraiser may result in
avoidance of the appraisal process altogether, either by remaining ignorant of the entire
process, minimally completing the appraisal forms, or having the employee fill out the
appraisal form and then signing the form (Johnson, 1979). Procrastination in the
completion of appraisal forms may result from a lack of acceptance of an appraisal
system. However, procrastination may occur in a system that that does not hold
appraisers accountable for tardy or incomplete evaluations.

It is essential that a performance appraisal system be acceptable to the sponsoring
organization. If a system fails to provide accurate performance information in a timely
fashion, then the system is of no value, regardless of how acceptable the system may be
to the organization's employees. An inaccurate or inefficient appraisal system can
severely damage an organization's decision-making capabilities.

An appraisal system must be acceptable to society and take account of legal
considerations. Performance appraisal, when used for the determination of promotion,
falls under the legal restrictions imposed by Title V11 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
(Kleiman & Durham, 1981). Accordingly, an appraisal system must be able to accurately
and quantifiably discriminate between levels of employee performance, be based on
consistent standards of measures, and must measure valid indices of job performance.
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For an appraisal system to be acceptable to everyone affected by it, especially the
appraisee, the appraisal system should include some form of an appeal process that allows
appeals to be fairly adjudicated. Due process in an appraisal system serves a variety of
purposes. Appraisees see due process features as an additional sign of fairness. Due
process features also act to suppress both conscious biases and careless reporting on the
part of the appraiser. The knowledge that an appraisal is going to be reviewed both from
the organizational and the appraisee's standpoint should increase the perceived probability
that an inaccurate report will be detected and corrected (Kane & Lawler, 1979).

Rater Training

Rater training can reduce common psychometric errors such as halo effect and
leniency, or grade creep (Bernardin & Pence, 1980; Borresen, 1956; Latham & Wexley,
1981). Rater training is particularly effective when training is extensive and allows for
rater practice (Landy & Farr, 1980). The effect of rater training on the accuracy, or
validity, of performance appraisals has not received much research, and the results are
mixed. Borman (1979) found that rater training produced no difference in the accuracy of
the appraisal. Pulakos (1984) found that by instructing appraisers on the meanings of
performance dimensions and on what types of behaviors are appropriate within perfor-
mance dimensions, appraisal accuracy can in fact be improved. The accuracy of
appraisals is influenced more by the intended purpose of the appraisal than by the effects
of rater training (Zedeck & Cascio, 1982).

Effective Mutual Feedback

Constructive mutual feedback between supervisor and subordinate is an essential
component of effective personnel appraisal systems that have performance improvement
or development planning as goals. Performance feedback changes behavior to the extent
that the feedback recipient accurately perceives, accepts, and responds to the informa-
tion provided in the feedback (Ilgen, Fisher, Taylor, 1979). Discussing problems that may
be hampering a subordinate's current job performance and working toward solutions has
had immediate effects on pr3ductivity (Maier, 1958; Meyer & Kay, 1964). Caution must
be exercised so that the feedback provided by a supervisor is not overly critical of the
subordinate's performance, because the number of criticisms in an appraisal correlates
with the number of defensive actions shown by the employee. Those areas that are most
criticized are least likely to show improvement (Kay, Meyer, & French, 1965; Nemeroff &
Wexley, 1977).

However, the different roles required to support individual improvement and to
evaluate individual potential for promotion or achievement for compensation must be split
apart (Meyer, Kay, & French, 1965). Therefore, at least two appraisal systems need to be
developed to cover the different purposes and appraisal outcomes. One of those systems
should have the mutual feedback characteristic present, while the other should not.

System Efficiency

To be effective, a personnel appraisal system must be efficient to administer. The
efficiency of a performance appraisal system is influenced by (1) the format of the
appraisal instrument, (2) the timing of the appraisal event, and (3) the source of appraisal
information.

Appraisal Format. An efficient appraisal system must include an appraisal form that
is concise and easy to use or appraisors will not use it. It, however, must be complete
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enough to satisfy the critical objectives of the appraisal. The appraisal form itself is at
the root of many ineffective performance appraisal systems. Forms that require a great
deal of time to complete or are exhaustive in detail undermine the appraisal process
(Johnson, 1979). For example, once the number of dimensions exceeds nine, only
additional redundant information is being provided (Kafry, Jacobs, & Zedeck, 1979). The
overall impact that the format of the appraisal instrument has on the level of accuracy of
an appraisal system seems to be in question. The format of the appraisal form has little if
any effect on the results produced by the appraisal event (Borman, 1979; Lawler,
Mohrman, & Resnick, 1983). Thus the format of the appraisal instrument is important to
getting the form completed but not as critical to the accuracy of the appraisal.

The structure of the narrative section of an appraisal form may have an impact on
the reliability of the narrative. By structuring the narrative section according to specific
topics, such as performance of administrative duties, the appraiser's attention is focused
on that specific quality. Topics to be included in the narrative section are determined p
through a content analysis of the job.

Time of Evaluation. The timing of the performance appraisal event is a major factor
in the efficiency of an appraisal system. Appraisals should be conducted as required to
meet organizational goals and to provide timely feedback to the appraisee. Few studies
have addressed the issue of appraisal timing. Kane and Lawler (1979) made some
suggestions as how best to schedule appraisals, however their suggestions deal mainly with
providing the appraisee with timely feedback and do not address the need for providing
the organization with timely input. For an organization to make efficient use of
performance appraisal information, it must have access to current information at the
time that performance-based decisions are being made.

Source of Evaluation Information. The source of the evaluation data also affects the
efficiency of the appraisal system. Performance evaluations should be conducted by a
superior who has adequate job knowledge and access to an appraisee. However, most
appraisal systems call for the appraisee's immediate supervisor to make performance
evaluations. This practice is not always advisable because an employee's hierarchical
superior may not always have direct access to, direct information about, or expertise in p
the job performance of the appraisee (Mohrman & Lawler, 1981). This issue is particularly
relevant to the Navy's evaluation system, where the CO of a unit is traditionally
responsible for the completion of each fitness report. This practice may affect the
accuracy of the Navy's evaluation process because raters who are not especially
knowledgeable about the technical aspects of the task tend to be more lenient (Wagner &
Hoover, 1974). To accurately appraise job performance, evaluation should be conducted p
by a superior who had adequate job knowledge and access to the appraisee.

CONCLUSIONS

Navy Interviews

FITREP Purpose

As written in the NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1611.1 instructions to COs (Department of
the Navy, 1981), the Navy states that the Fitness Report will be used for 10 purposes:
promotion, assignment, retention, selection for command, selection for subspecialty, term
of service, professional development training, other career actions as required, counseling
junior officers, and reporting extraordinary performance. In fact, the Navy uses the
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FITREP information for each of these purposes. However, interviews with reporting
seniors across Navy communities indicate that a reporting CO's primary purpose in
completing the FITREP is to express to promotion boards an evaluation of an officer's
promotability. The officers interviewed believe the FITREP is an effective device for
recommending or not recommending a promotion. When completing the FITREP, other
purposes attributed to the FITREP are viewed as secondary. The FITREP's effectiveness
for these other purposes is questionable. To obtain accurate and useful information about
officers for decisions other than promotion, the information should be derived from
sources not tied to the promotion process.

The FITREP's Role in Job Assignment

FITREP information aids detailers in the job assignment process. Ideally, detailers
should have an accurate assessment of an officer's strengths and weaknesses (qualities, job
skills, performance, and potential) in order to assign the most qualified officer to a
specific job. However, the FITREP does not portray an accurate assessment of an
officer's strengths and weaknesses. As a result, detailers assign officers to jobs by
matching the officer's promotability (derived from the FITREP) with the quality of the
job, quality determined by a well-established job hierarchy.

Ratings as Discriminators

Ratings, letter grades from A through 1, are assigned in 25 areas (grading boxes) on
the front of the FITREP form. The purpose of these grades, as stated in NAVMILPERS-
COMINST 1611.1, is to identify an officer's strengths as well as "areas requiring greater
emphasis" (or weaknesses). Reporting seniors, however, do not assign letter grades to
describe an officer's strengths and weaknesses. Reporting seniors assign grades consistent
with the promotion outcome they desire. Reporting seniors know that promotion boards
view Bs (or lower grades) as a significant negative statement concerning an officer's
promotability. As a result, reporting officers usually assign all As to officers they regard
as promotable.

Inflation

Each of the United States military performance appraisal systems in use today is
supported by a method to control inflated appraisals. The Navy's method is peer ranking.
Peer ranking has been in use, accepted by the officer corps, and effective for many years.
Peer ranking is currently limited to the ranks of lieutenant commander, commander, and
captain. The Navy discontinued ranking ensigns, lieutenants (junior grade), and lieuten-
ants in 1979.

Though ranking is an effective discriminator, there are three problems in the current
implementation:

1. Lieutenants and below are not ranked. Detailers and selection board members
believe that ranking these officers would add needed discrimination to the job assignment
and promotion processes.

2. There is a high occurrence of "I of I" rankings. These "I of I" rankings are more
frequent in the RL, SC, and submarine communities--because of their relatively small
number of officers--than in the surface or aviation communities. Two factors help
compensate for "I of V" rankings in the smaller communities: An officer's community
reputation helps (or hinders) the chance of assignment to a key billet; and reporting
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seniors provide detailers with a candid assessment of an officer's potential via well-structured, yet informal, communication processes.

3. Manipulation of rankings by a few reporting seniors subtracts from the overall
effectiveness and fairness of the ranking process.

Despite these shortcomings, the Navy's ranking system appears to be an effective
"control of inflation in the FITREP process.

Candid Assessment--An Aid to the Job Assignment Process

It is unlikely that the current FITREP process will ever provide a candid assessment
of an officer's strengths and weaknesses to the degree necessary for detailers to assign
the "right officer to the right job." The FITREP's failure to provide a candid assessment
is due to reporting seniors' reluctance (throughout the history of the FITREP) to report
minor weaknesses for fear of hurting an officer's chance for promotion. However, a
candid assessment might be possible if it was not tied to the promotion process and if the
information was not seen by promotion board members.

Interviews with Other Military Services and Industry

The following conclusions draw on similarities noted across the interviews with other
military services and selected industry. Each conclusion may not represent all of those
interviewed but does represent this group as a whole.

Purpose of Performance Information

Based on the military and the industrial interviews, performance information should
be used for either a single decision (e.g., promotion) or for compatible decisions. One way
to determine the primary purpose for which the performance information should be used is
to ask raters what they think about when completing the form. If there is consensus, it
seems most reasonable to use the information for the purposes that the raters intended
rather than for multiple incompatible purposes.

For decisions other than what the rater intended, supplemental information or
separate forms should be used. For example, if the performance appraisal is primarily
used as a basis for promotion decisions, then performance counseling should be a separate
function. The counseling process, the forms used, and the time at which it is conducted,
should all be as distinct as possible from the forms and process used in promotion
decisions. The use of alternative sources of information and different forms for
conveying that information was particularly prevalent in the organizations interviewed.

Explicit Documentation of Job Scope

Most of the military services and civilian organizations interviewed have a very
detailed, explicit documentation of the duties, responsibilities, and skills required for each
job title. The importance that these organizations place on an accurately completed job
scope description is clearly reflected by the fact that a space is provided on the top of
the front page of their performance evaluation forms. Further, in one organization, the
job scope description includes the employee's budget size, the number of employees super-
vised, special projects and accomplishments, and so on. Once this is specified, decision
makers may look at two similar or identical job titles and determine which employee
possesses greater responsibility or has more fully developed specific skills. Further, the
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organizations that were interviewed provide training for employees to complete the job
description information accurately and completely.

Performance Appraisal Training

The Air Force provides raters with mock promotion board training. Personnel
representatives who were interviewed in organizations stated that considerable time and
resources are devoted to training supervisors to accurately and completely document
information on performance appraisal forms.

Summary

1. Reporting seniors have a single purpose--to identify promotable officers and
those who should be assigned to key billets that lead to promotion.

2. The FITREP appears to effectively convey an officer's promotability to promo-
tion boards and detailers.

3. The FITREP does not provide a candid assessment of an officer's strengths and
weaknesses (and it probably cannot).

S

4. Ranking is an effective inflation control and is accepted by the officer corps.
Ranking lieutenants would provide selection boards and detailers with discrimination that
does not now exist.

5. Adding grade boxes will not add additional information on performance that will
help boards and detailers with their decisions because reporting seniors assign grades to
indicate an officer's promotability rather than to delineate specific strengths and
weaknesses.

6. FITREPs seldom include an adequate description of the scope of an officer's job.

7. The narrative is often poorly written and often contains information that is not
useful to selection boards and detailers.

8. First-tour COs want training on how to write more effective FITREPs.

9. A counseling system that is not tied to the FITREP would be more effective.

10. Manipulation is a problem.

11. The officer corps is not calling for a major change in the FITREP.

RECOMMENDATIONS

General Recommendations

Based on the findings of the interviews with the Navy, other military services, and
selected industry, the following are recommended for the Navy:

1. Purpose of the Navy FITREP. The information on the Navy FITREP should be
used primarily for promotion decisions. According to the Navy COs, the FITREP is
completed with the promotion purpose in mind. It may also be appropriate to use FITREP
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information when a given decision, such as job assignment, requires an evaluation of the
officer's potential for promotion or for taking on greater responsibility within the career
path that leads to CO.

2. Supplemental FITREP Information. For decisions that largely do not involve the
evaluation of the officer's promotability, information obtained from sources other than
the FITREP should be used. Further, this information should not come from the COs, who
associate the FITREP with promotion decisions. COs play a central part in the promotion
process by providing the information used in promotions. If current COs were asked to
identify strengths and weaknesses of their officers in order to make better job assignment
decisions, for example, it would be very likely that they would be mindful of how this
information would affect the officer's promotion opportunities and would de-emphasize
the officer's weaknesses and overestimate strengths.

In the Army and in selected industry, the education and training background of
officers and employees is documented and clearly conveyed to decision makers. Informa-
tion on educational and acquired skills and experience should be provided to the Navy
board members who make postgraduate school and subspecialty recommendations.
Further, this information can be used to assist detailers in determining which officers
should be assigned to specific billets.

3. Effective FITREP Completion. The Navy should provide COs with training in the
completion of the FITREP. Specifically, COs realize that promotion board members look
for specific terms or phrases that discriminate the excellent officers ("water walkers")
from the poor or average officers ("looks good in his uniform"). COs also realize that
phrases that convey outstanding performance in their own community may not reflect the
same thing in other communities. The COs in the URL (aviation, surface, subsurface, and
general URL), the RL, and the SC would like a formal training program to learn how to
standardize these key phrases across the communities.

COs also stated that they would benefit from training on effective structuring of
the narrative. Should the narrative be written in bullet or paragraph format? What
length should the narrative be? What areas of the officer's job, current performance, or
potential should the narrative cover? COs believe that the quality of the narrative could
be improved with more formal training.

4. Format of the FITREP. The Navy should incorporate a structured job scope
description into the FITREP. A research study could determine the specific structure and
content of the description. Further, COs recommended that the usefulness of boxes 60
and 61 (Joint/OSD and Foreign Shore) on the FITREP be assessed by more focused
discussions with COs. COs indicated that they do not fully understand how to respond to
these boxes. In addition, discussions with COs would provide an opportunity to identify
valuable information regarding the officer's potential for promotion that is currently not
on the FITREP.

Specific Recommendations

1. Rank lieutenants recommended for early promotion.

2. Include a thorough description of the scope of an officer's job on the FITREP.

3. Define the narrative format.
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4. Establish procedures to stop manipulation.

5. Design FITREP training for first-tour COs.

6. Design a separate method to identify an officer's strengths and weaknesses.

7. Design a counseling system that is separate from the FITREP.
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AIR FORCE OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT FORM

Section 1 - Officer Background Data. The first section contains administrative data, such
as name, grade, and period of the report.

Section 2 - Job Description. A detailed description of the ratee's duties and responsibili-
ties is completed by the rater. Air Force regulations specify that the description of the
ratee's job must "make the ratee come alive for the user" and make clear the degree of
assignment selectivity involved and the responsibility exercised, as well as the nature of
the tasks performed by the ratee. Raters are directed to include specific aspects of the
ratee's job, such as the dollar value of projects managed, number of people supervised,
level to which responsible, and equipment and material responsible for.

Section 3 - Performance Factors. A list of 10 performance factors, such as job
knowledge, judgment and decisions, and leadership, is assessed by checking one of five
boxes ranging from "far below standard" through "well above standard." These 10
performance factors are rated by three evaluators, the rater, additional rater, and
indorser; but only the rater provides specific word justification in each block. Written
performance standards for each factor have been established for all grades and jobs.

Section 4 - Next Assignment. A space is provided for a recommendation for the next
assignment. It includes identification of the ratee's strongest ability or talents, a
recommendation for the next assignment, a recommendation of when the ratee should be
assigned the new job and whether the ratee should attend a service school before the
recommended job assignment.

Section 5 - Evaluation of Potential. This section of the form consists of six points on a
scaje that reflects ratings from "lowest" to "highest" potential. (The percentage of
officers who could be marked in the top three boxes was controlled from 1974 to 1978.) At
each of the six points, there is a box that is sectioned into three parts, allowing the rater,
an additional rater, and an indorser the opportunity to evaluate the officer's potential.
The evaluators assign a rating of potential by checking their assigned section in one of the
six boxes. "Potential" is defined as the ratee's capabil~ty for assuming increased
responsibilities as compared to other officers of the same grade known by the evaluator.
Primary consideration is given to performance within the reporting period. However,
factors such as experience, scope and responsibility of the job, and education are also
considered.

Section 6 - Rater Comments. Approximately 2 inches of space is provided on the form for
rater's comments. Raters are expected to describe the officer's potential rather than to
list adjectives to describe the officer. They are instructed to avoid headings, underlining,
or capitalizing merely to add emphasis. Officers do have specific instructions to follow
when completing Section 6.

Section 7 - Additional Rater Comments. Below the rater's comments, space is provided
for the additional rater to indicate agreement or disagreement with the rater's evaluation.
Furthermore, the additional rater must check a concur or nonconcur box indicating
agreement or disagreement.

Section 8 - Indorser Comments. A space identical to Section 7 is provided for the indorser
to make specific comments about the officer. Comments are optional in Sections 6, 7,
and 8 unless the indorser has significant disagreement with any part of the evaluation.
However, in almost all reports, comments are provided in these sections despite their
optional nature.
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,.WRT..:O..,:AN,,. 0•,.0,..•:0 L• L__I----J L-------J17

. .ARO.AEMEONAT OFA,.,T,..C ,po.wer, materieooperato o bi L__ L__J E
10. HUMAN R''AT.O.I.N.aE, uacep pdOnSOn.,sensitiv ity L--J L-- J L .

AF ADATAILT 707 T REVIOS ExILeOFFICER EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

AB. PRPSIOA QUAL OU [ITIESAti ue dru lL cooErfn U eeiv)o J L J LJ
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IV. ASSIGNMENT RECOMMENDATION: 1. STRONGEST QUALIFICATION:

2. SUGGESTED ion (Include AFSC)
3 ORGANIZATION LEVEL. 4. TIMING:

V. EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL:

Corn are the raree's capabilirv to assume increased responsibilitY %Ith that
a/ other officers whom youi know in the same grade. Indicate your rating

by placing an -X- in the designated portion of the most appropriate block.

RATER ADON INOORS- RATER AOON INDORW RATER ^PONd INOORS- RATER ADON INOORS-
RATER aR RATER ER RATER ER RATER ER

L~owest
V[. RATER COMMENTS

NAME. GRADE. DR OF SVC. ORGN. COMO. LOCATION DUTY TITLE DATE

SSA N ill ATUR

VII. ADDITIONAL RATER COMMENTS LJCONCUR EINONCONCUR

NAME. GRADE. OR OF SVC, ORGN. COMO. LOCATION DUTY TITLE DATE

SSA N SIGNATURE

IVIII. INOORSER COMMENTS EJCONCUR ONONCONCUR

NAME. GRADE. OR OF SVC. OPGN. COMD, LOCATION DUTY TITLE DT

SSAN INTR

AV FORM 707. AUG 64 IRKVZR3EI *L S GPý
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APPENDIX C

ARMY OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT
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ARMY OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT (DA 67-8)

A major source of information used in the completion of the Army Officer Evaluation
Report (OER) is the Officer Evaluation Report Support Form (DA 67-8-1). The support
form is completed as part of a management by objectives program and does not become
part of the officer's personnel file.

Sections I and 2 - Administrative Data and Authentication. Administrative information
such as the names of the ratee and the officers in the rating chain, the ratee's date of
rank, designated specialties, and unit are recorded and verified.

Section 3 - Duty Description. On the front of the Officer Evaluation Report (OER) a l-Y2-
inch space is provided for the rater/immediate supervisor to record a detailed description
of the rated officer's duties. Raters receive training to emphasize specific functions
required of the rated officer and to note conditions peculiar to the assignment.

Section 4(a) - Performance Evaluation (Professional Competence). Fourteen attributes
are listed defining professionalism in the Army. The immediate supervisor rates the
officers on each attribute using a 5-point rating scale. A rating of "Il" reflects the best
performance, while a rating of "5" reflects the worst performance.

Section 4(b) - Performance Evaluation (Professional Ethics). A narrative space is provided
for rater comments on any area where the officer is particularly outstanding or needs
improvement. Furthermore, at the left-hand side of the space is a list of eight adjectives
reflecting professional ethics. The rater is instructed to use these adjectives as guidelines
in describing each officer.

Section 5 - Performance and Potential Evaluation. The rater is required to make two
judgments in section 5. First, the rater evaluates the officers on a 5-point (box) scale on
performance during a specific rating period (current assignment). The scale anchors range
from "always exceeded requirements" to "usually failed requirements." The rater is also
provided with a 3-inch space to specifically comment on the officers current accomplish-
ments.

Second, in Section 5, the rater is requested to rate the officer's potential for
promotion using a 3-point (box) scale. The anchors on the potential-for-promotion scale
are "promote ahead of contemporaries," "promote with contemporaries," and "do not
promote." There is a fourth box identified as "other." The rater is again provided with a
space to comment on the officer's promotability.

Section 6 - Intermediate Rater. A small narrative section is provided for the inter-
mediate rater's evaluation of performance and potential.

Section 7 - Senior Rater. A key consideration in promotion is the evaluation of officer

potential provided by the senior rater in Section 7. The senior rater's evaluation is made
by comparing the rated officer's potential with all other officers of the same grade. The
evaluation is based on the premise that in a representative sample of 100 officers of the
same grade, the relative potential of such a sample will approximate a bell-shaped normal
distribution pattern. This distribution pattern is depicted by a bell-shaped diagram of 100
soldiers on the senior rater's portion of the OER. The senior rater makes the potential
evaluation by placing an "X" in the appropriate box of the "SR" column. A comments

section is provided for the senior rater to discuss the actual rating.

C-I
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OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT SUPPORT FORM
For usr of this form. ofe AR 123-105; the proponent igency is OCSPER.

Reed Privacy Act Statement an Reverse before Completing thaa form

PART I -- RATED OFFICER IDENTIFICATION
NAME OF RATED OFFICER (Leet. First. All) GRADE ORGANIZATION

PART II - RATING CHAIN - YOUR RATING CHAIN FOR THE EVALUATION PERIOD IS:

NAME GRADE POSITION

RATER

INTERMEDIATE NAME GRADE POSITION

RATER

SENIOR NAME GRADE POSITION

RATER ___

PART III - VERIFICATION OF INITIAL FACE-TO-FACE DISCUSSION

AN INITIAL FACE-TO-FACE DISCUSSION OF DUTIES. RESPONSIBILITIES, AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR THE CURRENT

RATING PERIOD TOOK PLACE ON '___

RATED OFFICER'S INITIALS -RATER'$ INITIALS

PART IV - RATED OFFICER (Complete a. b. and e below for this ratlng period)

a. STATE YOUR SIGNIFICANT DUTIES AND RESPONSI1ILITIES

DUTY TITLE IS THE POSITION CODE IS ,_'_ _

b. INDICATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

%.

DA FORM 67-8-1 EDITION OF SEP 79 IS OBSOLETE. 1

C-2



LIST YOUR SIGNIFICANT CONTRISUTIONS

p
SIGNATURE AND DATE

Si

PART V - RATER AND/OR INTERMEDIATE RATER (Revielw arnd conrrment onf Part lVo. b, and c about.
Insure rvrarmaot are consistentl fWith your performanctr and potential evaluation on DA Form 67?-8.)

•RATER COMMENTS (O0lifomw)

SIGNATURE AND DATE (Mandatory)

b INTERMEDIATE RATER COMMENTS (Optional)

SIGNATURE AND DATE filandolory)

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)

1. AUTHORITY: Sec 301 Title 5 USC; See 3012 7"ite 10 USC.

2. PURPOSE: DA Form 67--8, Officer Evaluation Report, serves as the primary source of information for officer personnel
management decisions. DA Form 67--8--1, Officer Evaluation Support Form, serveasau•guide, for the rated officer's perform-
once, development of the rated officer, enhances the accomplishment of the organization mission. and provides additional
performance information to the rating chain.

3. ROUTINE USE: DA Form 67--8 will be maintained in the rated officer's official military Personnel File (OMPF) and
Career Management Individual File (CMIF). A copy will be provided to the rated officer tither directly or sent to the
frw~arding address shaore in Port 1, DA Form 67--8. DA Form 67--8--1 is for organizational use only and will be returned to
the rated officer after review by the rating chain.

4. DISCLOSURE: Disclosure of the rated officer's SSN (Part 1, DA Form 67--8) is voluntary. However, failure to verify
the SSN may result in a delayed or erroneous processing of the officer's OER. Disclosure of the information in Part IV,
DA Form 67--8--1 is voluntary. However. failure to provide the information requested will reult in an evaluation of the
ra ted ofricer without the benefits of that officer's comments. Should the rated officer use the Privac~y Act as a basis not
to provide the information requested in Part IV. the Support Form will contain the rated officer's statement to that effect
and be forwarded through the rating chain in accordance with AR 623-1I05.

C-3
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SEE PRIVACY A T STATh.VENT FR la. a"*AIR 623 105ooonn
ON V)A FO RM 6 7 N 1. 4"nCY ISUS A-nv Mil-IrarY P~ro..,wis Con,.

PART I - ADMINIST-RATIVI DATA

iAST NAME FIRST NAME MIIDDLEL INITIAL 1.S.17 GRADE dDATE Of RAN.I O R ýDESIO'ATEO * MMlE .' STA COOE

ýNIT ORGANIZATION, STATION ZIP CODE OR APO MAJOR COMAMAND IFESNFRSBISO COMO

CED

i iEl 2 FORWARDED TO OFFICER

EXPLANATION OF NONRATED PERIODS

PART 11 - AUTHENTICATION PHI* ,(cr~.In'.f.IARlT I diTO. Sild REA rivO I)1fVIIA1 NOV/ Y V

N AME OF RATER Lall I..F 41I SSN SIGATURE

,0 AOE BRANCH ORGANIZATION OUT'V ASSIGNM[NT DATE

N AME OF INTLRMEUIATE RATER .-. 1,.U lI1. SSNSINTR/

-,R AOL BRAd-, ORGANIZATION OUT, ASSIGNME NT DV

NAVE OF SENORl RATER 1,. ' lSNSGAIR

R"ADE BRAN(."~ ORGANIZATION OUT V ASSIGNME NT OATEI

* SGNT~E O RTEOFFCE DTEf DATE ENTERED 0N RATEODOFFIE F R 0MF I NI'ILSP O %Q 0
OýNTQ FRT fFIEACA FORM 2 I MPO NIV TI ALS :NCL

PART III - DUTY DESCRIPTION '11

1 1 C. 0.&R 1 OttO MI IV 1

PART IV -PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROFESSIONALISM I.I

0.I,0 ,I~III,,,IT.I,.I.fI.. .. ....I I.IIII'1 II,, I,,. .. ... 3 4 5

2 !W)fllfltrStes appropriate kno.ledge andi eperlle in asstgned asks9 S-ek, -ilf Imprllseerrl

%1-1.-F .pp-'pr-81Ie len 11 phlysical rI~flS 10 1, iEd.optaibe I,, ch-Mngjn sit -1 1-Fn

*S'Vlrhallengffs and denelnp- uhn~rdlnaIe, 11 .1 .ei 1 annrorcv, highT imind-rd,

Perrfnn,rn under physical and mmental stres I! Pi~-~s~ Mihlars IeaFIng anld Appearance-

-- a~rge. candor and rninkne. in subordinates Ii Suppo~rt. hF0 FF0

1,. l ar nd co.ncise in *T.El~n cF,nimUn~cato~n I I ('leAr rind cIn-ls in oral roflmEunIca (in

fII -Nt E NCS I- -... o.a~,A .II ........

I E ESSNESS
MOISTAND
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PE RIGO COvERED.

"PART V - PERFORMANCE ANO POTENTIAL EVALUATION ko,,,

a MAY ED OF F ICE Na 5 NAE SSN
RAVED O•FFCE B IS ASSIGNE C IN ONE OF HISHE - DESIGNATED SPECIALTIES MOS f ES -

F PERFORMANCE DURIN THIS RATIýGRI REFER TOPART III DA ýFORM6 BANDPART IIIt I, ANDc DA FORM67 8 1

RE .. REcO, o USU I R xMEINTDD MET RE...R.MENTS OFTEN FAILED, US U.A....I.
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SCOMMENT ONSPECIFIC ASPECTS OF TýE PERFORMANCE REFER TOPART ... DA FORM6 B ANDPAR III b ANOC DA FORM67 8 I DONOT USE FORCOMOAEN75
ON POTENTIALI

O THIS•OFFICERSEPTEN• AL FI&P IlkO THOIN t(ý THE NEOT HIGHE ORA[l IS

C CONTMPORARIES CONT )-..A. , . NW ........ ,

a COMMENT ON POTENTIAL

PART VI - INTERMEDIATE RATER

* COMME NTS

PART VII - SENIOR RATER
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COAST GUARD OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT

The Coast Guard uses exactly the same form in the evaluation of all of its officers except
that the title changes with the grade of the officer being rated. The example enclosed is
for a CAPTAIN but separate ones are used in COMMANDERS, LIEUTENANT COM-
MANDERS, LIEUTENANTS, LIEUTENANT (Junior Grade), ENSIGNS, and WARRANTS.

Section 1 - Administrative Data. Section 1 includes background information on the
reported-on officer.

Section 2 - Description of Duties. A 2-inch space on the front of the Officer Evaluation
"Report (OER) is provided s3 a detailed description of the reported-on officer's duties and
responsibilities can be recorded. This description must include number of people
supervised, funds controlled, unit operations, organizational relationships, etc.

Sections 3 through 6 - Rating Scales (Supervisor). This portion of the OER is designed to
measure an officer's performance and qualities in four evaluation areas: (1) performance
of duties, (2) interpersonal relations, (3) leadership skills, and (4) communication skills. It
is completed by the officer's supervisor. Two or more performance dimensions (rating
scales) compose each evaluation area. Officers are evaluated on each performance
dimension using a 7-point behavior example rating scale. At scale points 2, 4, and 6, there
are sets of behavior examples describing that specific level of performance. These
behavior examples are standards reflecting below average, average, and superior be-
haviors for a specific grade of officers in the Coast Guard. The specific standards vary
depending upon the officer's grade. A narrative space for supporting comments follows
each set of dimensions.

Section 7 - Supervisor Authentication. A space is provided for the supervisor's signature
and title.

Section 8 - Reporting Officer Comments. A narrative section is provided for the
reporting officer to comment on the reported-on officer's leadership ability and potential
for greater responsibility in the Coast Guard. These comments are based in part on the
performance and qualities demonstrated by the officer during the reporting period. The
reporting officer then completes Sections 9-13.

Sections 9 and 10 - Rating Scales (Reporting Officer). The reporting officer evaluates an
officer's personal qualities and ability to represent the Coast Guard using a scale format
similar to those completed by the supervisor. A narrative section for supporting
comments follows each set of graded dimensions.

Section 11 - Leadership and Potential. A narrative section is provided for the reporting
officer to comment on the reported-on officer's leadership ability and potential for
greater responsibility in the Coast Guard. These comments are based in part on the
performance and qualities demonstrated by the officer during the reporting period.

Section 12 - Comparison Scale and Distribution. This section consists of a 7-point (box)
scale with anchors ranging from "Unsatisfactory" through "A Distinguished Officer." The
reporting officer places an "X" in the box that most closely reflects the reporting officer's
ranking of the reported-on officer relative to all other officers of the same grade with
whom the reporting officer is familiar.

Sections 13 and 14 - Reporting Officer Authentication and Reviewer Authentication.
Space is provided for signatures of the reporting officer and the reviewing officer.

D-1-D-
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TRANSPORTATIONCA AN
U.S. COAST GUARD A r N
CG-5310 Page 1 (Rev. 6-4 OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT (OER)

THE REPORTED-ON OFFICER WILL COMPLETE SECTION 1, ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
a. N M (Lm ime, MdlInitil)a- S c.GR D d. AT OF AN

s.UNIT NAME f.DIST Ig. OPFAC h. OBC 1. 5T TU N IA O . DATE SUBMITTED)

k. DATE REPORTED PRESENT UNIT 1. TYPE REPORT mn. OJR;J)ORT DetchmentREPORTIRM A Regular []Special [D Concurrent [I0 Annual D] Reporting Office [I of Otficer of Ofl,Lk
n. PERIOD OF REPORT o. DYNOOBEVDp. REPORTED-ON OFFICER SIGNATURE

yt oIOYITO I 'PCS TAD LV OTHERI
THE SUPERVISOR WILL COMPLETE SECTIONS 2-7. int section 2. -iseeb this offlosensjob inacissing prwling? sandwbeu durtles. reourens .vslisbl. and relationship toua
Coamt Guard mnissions. Then for each of the el~n SCOMIn.le SectIons 34, compaer the office's peefomtence diwn h eprsLsloogis the standards showin and esitign a mrisk by f,"
In the appeopriml clods. In the ares following each section. descolb. the keels foe the nask. ghiven. citIng specificsUs onlyisialoted spat". Comnplec. Section 7

2. DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

0 osisssinNfrec

3. PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES: Measures an officer's ability to get things dore.
aBEING PREPARED Gets caught by the unexpected Aqppeare con Takes promp positive action, to inset cbstg* Anticipates extremely -ell Looks bes r,oe

trotled by evental/msea Sets vague or Iog or imexpetted lstuatauoos Rarely caught, the immediate eventslproblemos Set,- tht
Demonstrated abttyoanipt, to ides nralitic golif any Sets wrong unprepared Set hight and realistic gosi "igt porittes and conuolos eventV- Si>
tify what must be done, to set pitrtis and Prtonities T ndoct to follow existing Uses existing operating proceures, plans. rattcand specific goals well in advan"r N/
prepare for acoeomplishuig unit and organize 0 oertg prceures, plans or systes Not or systems welt tlses good b.asic manae' Uti~listes people, operating procedures pier>,

uncertain condttions missona stay welt mprepre for respontsibilities and peaainfor accomplishing resp.,
missions siiiisedmissions Turnis poteniu

adversity itot opporttunity

b USING RESOURCE-SS May oveirrunder allocate reoreconcen S d lma age a esety of activities - Unusually skillful at bringing scs-cI ~trate on unproductive areas, or overlook siultaeosl wth the emesrow avstlable reomurces to besir on the most critica
j setrated ability to utilize people, some crtical demands More effective Is cost coniscuus. Delegates, gets job done demand while managing a spectr-um of ac

L.,Y, maternal, and time eff~ictenly. to manainga nareow range of activities, well threszg others. Uses follow-up control tivities Constantly "dotes more eth lee.'
delegate, and to provtde follow up control Ovrune manages, doesn't degse affectively. requires sume of subordinates Delegates whenever possible Has the i

wisely Under-utilizes people or "brs itr"Always knows what's going
them out Doesn't follow-up.say on top of things

_ _ _ _ _ (1 o ! IsDCDC
cGErTDIG RESULT43 Usually obtains results, though sometimes Gets thejob don well in all routine and mos Gets results which fair sra your roip

at the coet of extra resources or lost opjior uastuxul situations. Fulfills identified goals tatmions Soall situations Alwy id ni
Th qaltyqunttyofthe oficer*s work ac tunities in routine, situations11 Will meet an eurmnsee hen resources are to do MOrM and do it better in spite of

=;comp lsMesTe effrectiveness or impact specified goasl Resuilts ustualily mantain the Z =_35 "od nsed, qulty work and resource constraints Own work and thaof
of results on the officeirs unit and/or the status quo requires sante from suodntes Results suborditnates is consitaently of highqu S
Coast Guard have a positive impact on unt sndio Coas never needs redoing Results haversn1

Guard ce'sostive impact on unit and-y ois,'

d RESPONSIVENESS Needs rmioud-ir ~'treaor back Tends ROE"ot back, keeps yout informed Depen Highly xcnstntiusinkeeping you ellr,,
to mise due dasesideadlines without mUstiica. d. blconipletee projects and meets formed Adept at finding ways to romple,

The degree to which the oficer responds, tion Slow or Late responding to requests, dedines Miakes, timely response to mv pr"ctseryUuuly rmti ep
fashion policy, direction, or responsibilities.cane in policy, direction, or retown- Raiyajsst ao hne n

sibilities in Atrde drcin rrostiiis crm

e PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE Basically qualified Demonstrates minimal A rom o ffl icer who knows the job - An expeirt. Demonstrates supenior techniro
technical skills Completes routine De e es ed Insul expertise for competence under a variety of cir

The level of serice knwleidge, and tachnicalI assignments but reqruit.res some supervision assignad duties Needs no supervision for cumnstances Recognizes and resolves con,
skills the o~erm met in the prsent and technical guidiance Has shown little or technical asifignmeints Beaks new en- piex iintzearpiblems, Never needs guidans.
job tIncludes sesamanabipsisrmanshi no effort to broaden knowledge or skills pericienis to learn, has obtawn steady growth or superison S~ougtaerorxpinc
siiengisng. commiaral vssnel safety.Sl in kinowladger and sklsShares experienews and koledge Advice is always "on Ihe
law, etc as spp'sstei e nd kbowlsdge mark." Develops better ways to do things

01__ _ a) 10 0 10 CD
f. COMMENTS (Pgirforrnance of Duties).
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I. COMMENTS (Performance of Duties continued):

6 4. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS: Measures how an officer affects or is affectd by others._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

aWORKING WITH OTHERS Somoetuimes disregad@ the usiideathr. rmush sti anfeings Encourages expression of ideu has.=itn Stimulates open expression of ides. dre.,
Demonstrated ability to prmote a temef- fohr.o es~ otltbcueo Respects the vie-s, ideas of others. people out. communicates up doon &--'.

Ifa~ilure to inform or consult L beimp.- cooperative, rosters a sensw of teamwork Cmortable woiking w'ith otherF of t
fort. to cooperate and to weork with other tient/impolite. calk too much, listen too fit Keeps others informed. consults *thens car riank/positions Geis difflrrri peop;e ari
People or units to achieve commnon goals tle May be inflexible, lose tepror control rise share of load Treat. people to con oanatnsto work together sr'ihou: r'

IA slow to resolve conflict Nt a team siderate, courmteous meaner, Helps others datess; inspires them to achieve goaký % f-o
player resolve conflict. and stay focused on team would not otherwise have been oht-ne N/3

b HUMAN RELATIONS Exhibit. discriminatory tenideoc's. toward Treat. others fairly and with dignty Through leadership aod desionstrii

7%e degree to which the lofier fuflste o tncbecgon Allows bias to in- background. Carries oui work. training, and and equal treatment of others irn &I; C:
letradsprto-h Commandant's ;Caslrsosbltewithout bias tions, regardless of religion. age seira

Hua 5 RelaDERnsHIPolc SKILS Mhw easuret an sfe' blt ogie iet eeoifueodncte, acond ablup fort othiv ing theor perfomac e bwgoun workno. ie r
an LOd G U O OTHER handowes litl dealirg forh thers toft thblms Cares a outhpope RCognie.andan' Humand I.Ceae anctitude or eavirin % ano r-,r

nedt olh o teirhmnrltosrespMyovuhter oko oterned ocre o hi safe comnitd oohr eroo'eo~

Th EA E S I SKLS Mesrsa officer's senitity sod gunieee tlraeufiisn iti e, orauivtreatdvlp tynwlu-eingcs e, beLtn and spotthelps interperformare ovflbl work. ipv

to the seeds, problems, goals, and achieve crint of people May be acesble to others, with personal or job related problems, needs, needs and that limit. of endurance arenN,
* most of others but non-responsive to their personal needs and goals When unaible to assist, suggest. exceeded Alway~s accssihke to. peopic re

Seldom acknowledges or recogrwies subor- or provides other resource "Goes to bet" for their problems Dones not tolerate unfa. ý
dinates' achievements. people Rewards deserving subordlinates to sensitive, or abusive treatment of or t,%

a timely fashion others Extremely coseentiouii in coo j
dsentrving subordinates get appropriate iri,.

(. ly reconition

*~0 0i __ _ _ _ 0©O
b DEVELOPING SUBORDINATES Shows little interest in training or develope Prorvides opportunities which encourg creates dhiallewgiog uituationi, shich pr-,'

mot f ibordinaitee May unnecessarily subordinates to expand their roles hade unusually high level deve lopsien. ofpr
The eutent to which " iffcer uses coaching, wihhld author. y or over.upervise important taesk, anid leaurn by doing Unit or work group rnis like clieliwork
counsening. and training and pet"VIde. clypor Doesin't challenge their abilite May Delegates anid holds subordinates accun People always know what's going or00~
tunities for growth to increae thsills tolerate marginal performaioie, or criticize table Recoignise. good performanee corrects routinely hnl h nxet' ot
knowledge, and proficiency of subordinates excessively Doem% keep subordinates in- shortcomings Provides ; ti es for subordinates aiccountable. prov-ides timi-

formsdl. provides little constrtctive feedilbackl training which fipport prfsinal growth praise and constructiveci'iticisiv Provide'
active and creative training opportcinrit-

o01 G)__ _ 0 Q 0
cDIRECTING OTHERS An officer who has difficulty controlling and A leade" who earnis the support and commit. A strong leader who commandsi respect and

ifunigoth ers fetively May not instill mont of others Sets high work standards inpire. others to achieve resuilt not noriv
The officer's effectiveness in influenocing or connfidenceor enhanc cooeainmng nd xpcton whhar clry ly attainable People want to serve undt r
directing others in the accomplishment of subordinates anid others et. work stan, ustandad Reuiespepl to meet those hsitier leadership Communicates high % ore
tasks or missions dards that may be vague or misunderstood stnad vnadd Keeps people standards and expectations which aire, clew,,

Tolerates late or maurgina performance, motivated and on trwak even whon "the goý understood Get. spror rresialt. everc,
Falters in difficult situations ing get tough" time critical and dfiut situatiorio in

over rather than imposes wil

d. EVALUATING SUBORDINATES Prepares evaluations that are late, metions. Piwpszes evaluations which are timely, fair, Prepares evaluations which are alv.ss'or
tent with actual performaincer, or not within accur'ate, and consistent with system stan time fair, souaeand clearls msasiirv pet

The extent to which an offu conducts, or system pidelimaw "Second th de dardaý Required narraitives are concise, foermance against the standards, Ne%-er geti
requires others to conduct, accurate. s=.e = .ayceofn. need to beiprove ,pr and mbintei to uiderstanding report. returned for coe'wction adjcistteniv
uninflated, and timely evaluations for or ~ Dsst bold subodinates in-em subordinastes' performance and qualities Uses performance evaluation as a too! t
enlisted, civilian. and oficer personnel table for their ratings. Pronvis little or no Seldom gets reports rationed for caeera develop subordinates, and achieves noth',

conimelting for sibordinates tmioo/adluartment Pro-ides constructive pnom mim 'sw ntSeto an essampi'
mnnsboiq boutinneded Dunacss n t men nsuprigesalse guideline.

amriffteinflaied. or poonjy ~peep reports
&Mee others

a. COMMENTS (Leader'ship Skils).
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6. L COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Measures an officers ability to communicate in a positive, clear, and cnacn anr

a. SPEAKING AND LISTENING Coamiunicate. ideas but to hampiered by Speaks clearly and coherently Gets the ipa.na ocltecpiangmnr
owwl nd
0

. . l~ n Poor grammar, inaoppmpe lnguge or with con Aliwaya confident and ovdIblt in ho:t
Howwl nofcrom"adhtli ditrntn mannerism. au. '.e nbo.h .W and = sitiadas pvste and publicsiatuation, Slillfully use
dintiduall. group. or public situation. dieno =o.ntelbit confideoncie when Uses approopriate, grammaur and penunctu. gunurs. inflctions. and hunmor u. em p

speaking; may be unprepared. i.sten, poor utonh.-I no dismascting seaflimasus Gives phaaioe and persuade Encoaurage.i otherr,,
ly; doesn't give others a chance to opeak Asom a thaceo speak. listen. well respond, us an attentive listener

0__ _ CDC 0C 0C
b bW! =IG Writes materil which may be hard to Writes dearly and simply Material ad Comeistetly writes material wtuch io an ex

understand or does no sport conclusion. dee*e sab)st, flownm well. aichas.,, intend ample in bvre-ty. clarity, logical nlow and
H~bn well an officer comniuncate. thirough reached. May use jargon or Itoit phrases. .;dapurip Us aot tesraa persmisson Tailorra writing to audiect ui.
written material rambling senlan .oiagragphs, or inTcure Irps Ioeoa posinims. Wandi the acive ine aprorte conv rsatnj1s etyle V..ý

graammar, structure, format. May overuse wells Avoids buresseasimc. teallscop ten woknarne.mrerton W/ork fr-~.
the passive voice Own work or that of subor- or big word whet Little swwill do=w sublordlinatme mert. saine high itandart..
doinate. often needs correction or rewrite. work or that of mihlordinatios rarely need.

correction or rewrinte

cARTlICULATING IDEAS May haoe valid alis ut Lcksocrgsinatiou Expenses idea. mod conocepts ian" orgrani. Heeiysoablimbsecredbility Concii& I�
ora confident delivery. May argue rather ad. undwitandabki ma~now Plants outw ar' cassava, and ena= ng; Delivers ideas-Mo

Ability to =otribute idea., to discuseaus than L discuss. or may interject Irrelevant and coon' Urns sotund reaenina- dnnt&e a crineincma c and commor. samnn
and to express thoughts dealrly, coherently. comments. Ocoitributes little that isagimmane otr ulifect, Receptive toalleaa isfothers. Cn Thinks things through Cleaclo state. k,
and extemporaneously, in small or large or useful. Unureceptive to idea. of other, speak well -of the cuff tarn and inuqoeco ButIlds on the d.&-
groupa, briefings, or meetings of others Thn'swll ono feet in n;,

situations.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 CDCD 0CD(D
d. COMMENTS (Communication Skills):

7. SUPERVISOR AUTHENTICATION
a. SIGNATURE I .GAEIc. SSN d. TITLE OF POSITION j DATE

THE REPORTING OFFICER WILL COMPLETE SECTIONS 8-13. 1. Section 3. Comment onithde Supervisor's evaluation of dii. officer lDiptilonall Then fo, each of the iitc
sealaa in Section I end 10 compare thide officer againat the standards shown aid assgn a mark by Miing In dhe appeopstet dcicle In thie ares following each section describe fthe basis fo, s
markt give citing apeicifice wher posaible. Use only allotted s"ace. Complete Sectional 11. 12 end 13.

8. REPORTING OFFICER COMMENTS

9. PERSONAL QUALITIES: Measures selected qualities which illustrate the character donte stM e t oth rgiaenutrs.poioe r r f

a. IDTIATIVE Tend. t postpone needed action 1wo Ge.thlingidoe Always twiodohe Ognasurrspmts rb 7 - 7 1
*plenment. change only when confronted by .o betrMke.m imrvmn. work. about new ideas. method. or prsrictles % h c

Deninimeated ability t, amov forward, make necessity or directed! to do no. Often over. macstar.f not harde ri el-etaie-. mafraid result in sign'iucat impirponements t4 u
changes, e&d to seek remplonnibility without taken by events. May suppress initiative of of making maistakles Su pports new andiinr Coast Guard Dors not prom.
guidaince and supervision subordinates May he .o~ute Of idssa

t
hodovaccs and ~ofrts of m oterican e forsek of change Mdake,.-

change. directed by higher a= t to bring ahout moenucmtiv chang Takes twieideaa'prartio work wher. othr-.
-. ~~timely cirrective action to evadsslv y have given up Always takkes pinti.

problems actiona well in advance

-e (D G) 0DCD
b JUDGMENT May not show sound logic or common mon- I Demontiorate. snalytucal thought and corn Combines keen arluactcal thought nIi

i n making difficult decismiat Sometaimes adt. moo senoeei making decision. Uses sight to make timel> and niucoenofula-
Dlemonistrated ability tolarrtre m1 ourad deco touikly or too late. gets hun up in fac. snd e=eiec =k oade. the ti mvie Fnamiie on the kený umnuee and thl, in'.
mon, and make sound mrecmimendation, by deai.,or overlook,; key elements. Tooa often pact of alternatives Welighs risk, cost, andl releinrttt infoarmation. even in comtplex si u
u:ngenrene omo sense, and make. wrong decision. time comdse~atina Make. sound decmcisin tion. Always does the right- thong at too

anl tc thoughtei cluion protons in a timely fashion with the beet Informal rg ttime
fice. evoilable

c. RESPONSIB[LrTY. Usually con be depne upam i td. the right Posess high standard of hommor and in Uncompromisin in mator of honor endzr
thing Normally atiuntable for owen work tegrity Hold self anmd sihordainates socun tsgrity Place goals of Coast Guard rlt-o

0 D temb mind ztmenmt to getating thiejob May accept low. than satisfactory work or table. Rasps co im enumu even when an psalambition, and rn. -Gore tk e
done and to hold ones@ self accountable for tollerate tiliddofsiwce. Tend. am* togect inel ciomfotable or difficult to do no. Speak. up te ml, n more - A .wet hold. self and
ow and sihborbotates' actiona.i courage ofea r pa upr" Pinidem nial support for, when Imaety. eves f iI-to n
convictions, ability to) accpt decimion. non deison tountr to own ideas popular LAYal to Cocoa recbcotiHnamte curtabge for be durtoyo end
tracy, to own views and imake them work worg aannteal pdlenssd~mu w14s " mistandi up and be counted Succeeds in men.

be conterto ow ~5Ling even unpiopular policiesodecinions work

___ ___ CDCD D C C c) l CK
d. STAMINA Performance bsns marginal under sta Psefrhsane. a suainmd unader Wabo or Peeformnc reaches ani Unuauall.N h~gt

or doring peiriod. of extesd work may ofn p~d dmcbmd work with no Ion leve when under staw oir during period,.. .
The! officer' =b~ito think anid act effmc make poor desomn..w overlook key facorta.s dn ind ty or safety, Work. eoni hou extende work Can work long houre s v,.e
ti-ely under omiie. that are sirewu] focus on wrong Priorities, or lose night of when eeesmery to get the job donme Stay. seveca days an still remain yen pronto
and/or mentally or physically faiguing1 sofety olinedesmticin.m Balk. at potting in cool when the proviion io on. twe and safe Thrive. under stireont i

necessry ovortiaw. Beome. ratte in time situations
sensitive straw"l situation.

(D CD a) CD QD CD O
e SOBRIETY Use of alcohol set. poor eampleI, or result. Uses alcohol duiwaiminartely andl in mildirs Meet. standards in column four In adito

Ina reducod job performanne May bring tion, or am at all LJob performane. nover of hold. supervuwm accountable for dialounrac
The exten t which an offcer eneiertms diwodit to mete. thrtugh alcohol iriluor, lected by rm, o alcohol. no diwedibt brought ing intemperate use and tain Itome ts a"moderstion InI the use of alcohol and induces ad inctident. while of duty Do". not seek to service, Doese am tolorate inlsepate me tooentit prevent alcohol rel rate d inidn,4
others to do mseme help for people with alcohol related pros by others etiot alcohol education pro. leader in carrying out alcohol eutoyn piroi

blems poila to take timely actaon wn prevent grass and =wbohlp for thoem wnith alcohol grm Crete lI.u. tmaten eyU.
alcohol related Incident, related problem. alcohol use

_ _ _ _ _ 1D CD ID a)CaDI@ 0 C
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I. COMMENTS (Personal Qualities):

10. REPRESENTING THE COAST GUARD: Measures an officer's ability to bring credit to the Coast Guard through looks and actions

a APPEARANCE may not always meet uniform or 1= 8si Ap carsnt, -art and well groe n Alwayes , t at" n ipeotable appe.,u-..
The exent tow~ anstandards Civilian Stuir may Da- unfr and civilian attirePresets Clearly meets grooming satnda'c.

Theexen t wic a ofierappar nst popitteattiesMay not pentay ti appearance Requirm sminor Deassiosarratee great rare in aear,.F
smart. and well-gomed. in uniform or physincally tini appearance Doss not hold wtesato cmonfrm, to grocminguniform maintini~nnng unifrm and crohen swt
civilian attitre. courme to precibed weight ouihordinates, to service standards stnadend maintsai a phymoally trim Has asmasrt pitywealq t~-. ludsi a
standardsa and uniformly reqruires subor appearance psaraince Foame" excellence in iroon. '

dinatee to do the senne dress Said pysical appearance of 6e.Io
diatais adothers

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CD1 0 CD DC '
b. CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES Occanonally lax in obsrviing hasic military Correct in cuanformuing to military traditions. Always precise tn rendering uitto-

cueseand traditions. May not musonis, and courtesies. Conveys their in courtesies lnoyirea subordinates u,. d,~
The degree to which an offcer conforms to proper r -bet ahn d-ling with partance to other and reqiurirs subordinates mioe Exemoplifies the fineat trdadion,
military traditions, customs. and courteties otherse Tolersates lax behavior on part of to consform. Treats people, with coreyand military customs. etiquette, and prou-.
and uniformly requires subordinates, to do Subordinates, cadrtbon. eanusies miorinte the Goes. cat of way to inmirne polite conud,&u.,
the Sam MAmS. and genuine treatment is ertend..ci

everyone Insists subordinates do likr-,.

c.PROFESSIONALISM May he mausnformsdtunaware of Cosas WelU vers in haw Commt Guard objsctives. Recognized as, an expert in Cosot -jsrd
Guard poibe and objectves May bluff policies. procedusres seve the public. coin fairs Works ci'estively and cloordent% %-

How, an oficer applies knowledge and skills rather =ha a itignorance. Does little to munocaies these afeetively Stinsightfor repiresentatives of public and goventuer
in prvdinkg Sieervc to the public The man enhance sefffimage or image ofC4sa Guard ward, cooperative, and evenihandaidin deal Insires confidence, and trust and clearlt,
Guard inwiha ie srnsteCat Ma eiefciewe okn ih iq with the puhbic and goiesenmatnt Awar reys dedication to Coast Gua~rd ides,.

Gadothers May lead personal Life which infr Of npsotLmipresmoni acitions may ..us on* public and private life Lean.. ev-erno -t
% inges on Cows GUArd responsibilities or dihseas Fl t I OG ideals. Lsiads a parsomalGd ~ positive iaeof Self and (s

Unffigalife which reinforces CG image

0DC 0 Qi 0D 0N
d. DEALING WmIT THE PUBLIC Appesrails W t-ase with the puhlir. or media Deals rairly andl honesly with the puhlic, Alwasy self-assured and in control % lir

Inconsistent in applying CoAcSt Guard pre. media sand oi at sall levela, Rasponds pr. dealing with public, media and otbertii o-.a
How an individual acts when dsaltng with gramis to_ public sector Flaters under sityShows no fsvontimn Doenmt falter levels Straightforward, impartia: ard
other servcs ca uiess h prismube may take antagonistic or con whenfamd with izffcul sutu oati Conaifor diplomatic Applies Cocast Guard rule& pr,

am&.jZ ir ft usnsss te diescendhing apprac Makes inspprepriiate, table in social situmucons is aseimv to con graums fairly and uniforini, Ha,- uniio..
statements My embarases Coast Guard in wsexpressed by puhblc social grace Responds witl great pcim ti
some social situations provocative actions of othern

C0 CD SD(3 C
COMMENTS (Representing the Coast Guard):

11. LEADERSHIP AND POTENTIAL. (Describe this officer's demoeutretsd laedenihigi ab~ty and Oveal Potential for greetiler responsibility. promotion. speial aanignment a,
cvrsdComrmerns stioukl be related to thd areas for whimch the Reporting Office, has fth appropriate beacground. I

12 COMPARISON SCALE AND DISTRIBUTION. lConetsdening your coonerennt above. in Wie a, noreip thieagiteis wtth others of the Seame grade whonm you
have knowni in your carisee.)

ONE OF THE
A QUALIFIED MANY COMPETENT PROFESSIONALS

*UNSATISFACTORY OFFICER WHO FORM THE MAJORITY AN EXCEPTIONAL A DISTINGUISHED
OF THIS GRADE OFFICER OFFICER

REPORTING OFFICER AUTHENTICATION
.a SIGNATURE b. GRADE C. SSN dTITLE OF POSITION e. DATE

14. REVIEWER AUTHENTICATION El COMMENTS ATTACHED
a. SIGNATURE b GRADE c. SSN d. TITLE OF PosmoN e.DATE
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APPENDIX E

MARINE CORPS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM
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MARINE CORPS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM

At the time of the interviews, the Marine Corps was proposing to change its form and
some elements of the appraisal process. This appendix, therefore, may or may not
accurately describe the current USMC appraisal process.

Section A - Administrative Data. Administrative data, such as name, rank, and duty
assignment, are recorded by the reporting senior in this section.

Section B - Performance Ratings. A list of 21 traits and qualities, such as leadership,
endurance, and loyalty, are evaluated on a 6-point scale from "Unsatisfactory" to
"Outstanding" by the reporting senior. Section B also calls for an estimate of the Marine's
"general value to the service," a recommendation for promotion and next duty assignment,
and an indication of the reporting senior's willingness to have the reported-on Marine in
his command. (Note that in the form supplied by the Marine Corps for inclusion in this
technical report, Block 15a is incorrectly identified as 15d.)

"Section C - Narrative. A narrative section is provided for the reporting senior to record a
concise appraisal of the professional character of the reported-on Marine.

Section D - Signatures. A space is provided for the signatures of the reported-on Marine,
reporting senior, and reviewing officer.

C,.,
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